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1. Introduction

1.1. Aim and objectives o f comparative study

This thesis is aimed at analyzing employment policies o f two post-communists countries 

based upon public policy perspective and its methods. The study concentrates on revealing 

advantages and shortcomings o f labour market policies through comparative analysis. 

Consequently, it would allow us to make properly conclusions upon what policy instruments, 

principles or institutional patterns are more effective to solve unemployment and which o f 

them would be mutually apt in practice. There is an assumption that employment policies 

may concern a wide range of issues. And it can be analyzed from various aspects by applying 

different research paradigms.

Nevertheless, the following thesis encompasses the objectives which outline the scale o f the 

study and fulfill the above mentioned aim of thesis. These are:

to review the theoretical framework o f labour market policies and its historical 

evolution in society;

- to reveal the role o f the state, its significance and justification o f intervention to the 

labour market that can be presented from not only from economic policy effectiveness 

but also from social welfare policy logic;

to raise unemployment as a crucial social problem which is known as a socio- 

psychological problem for individuals and economic recession for society. 

Consequently, it can lead to social exclusion and marginalization o f social groups in 

society;

to show labour market policies as one of the public policy domains and its 

understanding and locus in the policy making process;

- to examine how labour politics in comparison can be pointed in terms of the ‘state 

organizational perspective’. It is known that this is the new approach that is studied as 

a frame of policy network analysis. This approach will be critically reviewed whether 

it is applicable in analyzing national policy domain of transit countries, where 

structural changes were held in unique and accelerated ways;

- to analyze institutional bases o f employment policies of the Czech Republic and 

Kyrgyzstan that concludes organizational means engaged to solve unemployment. In 

this respect, labour market policies can be mapped in following institutions: public 

employment services, policy documents, laws regulating collective bargaining on
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various labour agendas and issues, policy actions, labour conditions and financing o f 

passive and active employment programs;

and the final objective o f the thesis is to analyze employment policies o f the Czech 

Republic and Kyrgyzstan which are envisaged as a result o f above named institutional 

bases or components o f labour politics domain.

The main reasons for comparison of these two states are similar features and factors: both 

states had experience with communist regimes and after their collapse transition period 

followed, being cause o f wide range o f similar processes. The most obvious evidences of 

them are disassembling the old system, democratization and liberalization, privatization and 

emerging o f private and third civil sectors, and free mass media. In the beginning of 1990 s 

Czech Republic opted a gradual way of transformation. In comparison, Kyrgyzstani’s reforms 

were based on “shock therapy” that had negative impacts to socio-economic conditions. 

During the communism both Czech and Kyrgyz employment were obligatory and organized 

in similar ways by central apparatus.

Although, many differences also exist between Czech Republic and Kyrgyzstan in respect of 

political, socio-economic, historical and cultural contexts before communism era. Nowadays 

it can be noted that Czech Republic is one o f the successfully transformed post-communist 

countries that evidence a range o f indicators in temp o f economic growth that is higher than 

EU average. While the Kyrgyz Republic represents as a one o f the poorest countries o f former 

Soviet Union.

The parliamentarian system of governance was established in the Czech Republic that is 

traditionally closer to European countries. During the past decade the Czech polity is 

transformed to representative democracy. It can be seen that constitutional stability exists. In 

contrary, Kyrgyz Republic is prominent by political instability and often constitutional 

changes over the independent period. Kyrgyz political system is identified as a presidential 

form of governance ruled in accordance with preferences and interests o f clans, groups and 

families but from the juridical point o f view is known as a ‘mixed semi presidential system’.

In terms o f economic performance, Czech Republic has presented admirable results that were 

possible due to following factors: stable political system, convenient geographic occupation 

that allowed the country to be positioned as “place o f crossroads” in the heart o f European 

continent where investments are flowing. Also thanks to better capacities of public 

administration, this was able to overcome transitional challenges and risks in comparison with 

neighboring countries of Central and Eastern Europe region. Unemployment rate relatively is 

not high and this is lower than EU average.
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In Kyrgyzstan after sharp economic decline at the beginning of 1990s there is tremendous 

scale o f shadow economy which is estimated as nearly half o f GNP. Precarious employment 

and income are prevailing above official employment and salary rate. Additionally, public 

debt presents enormous burden for economic reforms and other public policy domains. 

Comparative research implies comparisons similar and diver features o f selected objects. 

Therefore, there are methodologically spotlighted three core components o f comparison: 

social problem or background of issue, decisions or institutional basis engaged to solve social 

problems and outputs and outcomes o f them. Current thesis takes employment policies o f the 

Czech Republic and Kyrgyzstan as central research subject.

These are criteria o f comparative analysis: organizational efficiency and capacities to perform 

taken tasks o f employment services, content and formal criteria o f national employment plans 

analyzing their effectiveness, economic and financial sustainability o f labour market policies, 

their passive and active programmes coverage, evidences of social justice and equal 

opportunities in labour market, rate o f democratic mediation of interests in decision and 

policy making process (social partnerships, tripartite bargaining in labour relationship 

negations). Criteria of comparison also are detailed in each chapter o f thesis.

1.2. Research questions 

Thesis raises following research questions aligned at above mentioned aim and objectives: 

What is the nature o f labour market? How do demand and supply interact? What are 

new objectives o f employment policies o f modem state? What kind of public-private 

partnerships and cooperation are the most effective? Which of them is adjustable in 

transit countries, particularly in the Czech Republic and Kyrgyzstan? Is there 

knowledge-based rationale labour market policy process?

How can employment service performance be evaluated? How to measure the 

effectiveness o f employment action plans?

How can passive and active employment programmes be effectively financed? How to 

establish insurance principles in funding unemployment risks in Kyrgyzstan?

What are divergent factors o f employment policies between the Czech Republic and 

Kyrgyzstan? How do they impact the labour market policies?

1.3. Methodology and approaches o f thesis

Content o f thesis reflects to opted conceptual model of comparative study. As 

mentioned, comparative study implies to highlight similarities or diver elements of comparing
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objects. In this respect, conceptual framework of thesis shows recent historical and 

institutional backgrounds of two post-communists nations since beginning of 1990 years. 

There is also depicted some similar objective features. Additionally, it is indicated to common 

social problem concerning the public interest o f both comparing society. It is unemployment. 

This problem emerged due to structural changes in society related to transformations from 

totalitarian governance to democratic political system, from centralized command economy to 

market economy.

Secondly, in order to analyze market labour policies comprehensively, policy institutional 

base was stressed and analyzed which concludes administrative structures, their policy 

coercion documents, funding, political supporting and preferences o f organizational actors 

etc. In this thesis as an institutional base o f labour market policies assumed analysis o f public 

employment services and their issued employment plans and other policy documents like laws 

and regulation proclamations and system o f financing.

After that, there are analyzed employment policies o f the Czech and Kyrgyz republics as a 

product o f labour politics. To support this conceptual model, it is possible to quote ‘system’ 

perspective, for instance Easton’s black box, policy process and Anglo-Saxon paradigm of 

‘polity’, ‘politics’ and ‘politics’ understanding.

Except these, thesis is based on further relevant theoretical concepts: theory o f public policy 

and policy process, elements o f welfare state theory, theory o f social justice and social risk, 

strategic governance concept, policy network perspective and theory of organization.

To compare two national employment policies, thesis applies following research methods: 

comparative analysis, case study, data and content analysis, methods o f policy-making 

analysis, policy actor analysis, and functional review or policy cycle management method 

which implies political function, service providing, regulative coordination, control and 

monitoring and administrative support functions. This arsenal o f methods is incorporated in 

thesis chapters as criteria.

2. General Information upon objects of comparison

This chapter presents brief descriptions about two post-communists countries so that the 

reader would have at least imaginations upon countries o f comparison.

2.1. Czech Republic
The Czech Republic is a developed, democratic country in the center o f Europe. It is 

interesting for its 1,000-year-long history, rich culture and diverse nature. The country is open
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to new influences and opportunities thanks to a high level o f industrial infrastructure, safety 

measures and plural media, (http://www.czech.cz/).

The Czech Republic is a pluralist multi-party parliamentary representative democracy. 

President Václav Klaus is the current head of state. The Prime Minister is the head of 

government (currently Mirek Topolánek). The Parliament has two chambers —  the Chamber 

of Deputies and the Senate. The Czech Republic joined NATO in 1999 and the European 

Union in 2004. It is also a member o f the OECD, the Visegrad group and the Council of 

Europe. The vast majority o f the inhabitants o f the Czech Republic are Czechs (94.2%, out of 

which 3.7% claimed Moravian ethnicity and 0.1% Silesian in the 2001 census). The largest 

minorities are Slovaks (1.9%), Poles (0.5%), Germans (0.4%), and Roma people.

2.2. Kyrgyz Republic
Kyrgyzstan (Kyrgyz: KhiprbncTan; Russian: KupiHSHH, variously transliterated, also Kirgizia 

or Kirghizia), officially the Kyrgyz Republic, is a country in Central Asia. Landlocked 

and mountainous, it borders Kazakhstan to the north, Uzbekistan to the west, Tajikistan to 

the southwest and the People's Republic o f China to the southeast. Kyrgyzstan means the 

"Land of Forty Tribes". According to July 2005 estimates, the population was 5,264,000 

with the majority Kyrgyz (65%). The largest minorities are Uzbeks (18%), Russian (9%), 

Uigurs (2,5%), Dungans (2%), Tadjiks (1,5%), Korean (0,5%), Ukrainians (0,5). and 

others nationalities (1%).

The 1993 constitution defines the form o f government as a democratic republic. Today, the 

executive branch includes a president and prime minister. The parliament currently is 75-seat 

unicameral. The judicial branch comprises a Supreme Court, a Constitutional Court and local 

courts. Actually, from 1993 till today, there is political discussion upon constitution that has 

undergone amendments and changes.

3. Theoretical framework and concepts of employment policy

3.1. Nature of Labour Market, Employment and the Role of ‘Welfare’ State

Labour market is sphere of exchange, where hired workers offer own labour force, while 

employers demand and pay for it. Thus, subject o f this market transaction is purchasing and 

selling the labour force, that price o f which is a salary.

Labour market encompasses socio -  labour relationships regarding employment and using 

workers in public production. It characterizes relations o f employment (Isakov 2006).
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Employment is not merely paid vacancy (jobs) for workers, but also indicator o f the total 

labour force potential o f society, assumed important sphere o f life. The social function of 

employment envisions the natural condition o f human existence in the market economy that 

incorporated also in our modem culture that human life depends on job at all (Dahrendorf. 

1987). Furthermore, this category ‘employment’ is basic condition of progress o f society, 

field of pervasive development and personal s e lf -  realization.

What conditions should exist to transfer labour into commodity?

Firstly, a worker must not have any means o f production and existence. Secondly, a worker 

should be free and has in disposition his own labour force. Thirdly, owner o f means should 

participate in labour market that enables to buy this labour force.

In a market economy all these conditions take place. As a result, there is a system of hired 

employment or labour force.

In this context, the term ‘employment’ can be defined; firstly, it is a socio-economic category 

of all societies or polyarchies. Secondly, it provides vacancies for economic active citizens 

who are able and willing to work. Employment presents one of the sides o f labour relations 

concerning inclusion act the worker to labour process.

The major factor o f development and growth is manpower which advances and uses 

technology and provides the use and organization o f resources. In this manner, employment is 

one o f the essential results o f the production process. The entrepreneur produces goods and 

services by amalgamating the factors o f production in order to meet human needs. In this 

process, he/she values labour as a productive factor, benefits from it and gives the worker a 

portion of the created value as a result o f his work (Ulgen 2006).

In all post-communists’ countries the concept ‘employment’ has undergone changes which 

implies voluntary character. It means a complete departure from labour coercions because 

only free person is a subject o f labour market who is motivated to work by economic and 

moral incentives. Furthermore, the ‘rights for work’ and ‘social partnership’ in labour market 

policies are institutionalized and embedded in legal documents of many countries.

Motivation to work in labour market has also changed and among them: improving quality of 

job content, opportunities o f qualification and career growth, rendering more autonomy, 

taking part o f workers in property management based on the join stock form and other ways 

participating in profit. In modem labour market, employment diver: hired employment, self- 

employment, own business, family-based farms and according to form of property private and 

public.
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Thus, labour market occurs within certain economic space or it is assumed as mechanisms of 

interrelations between employers and hired employees outlined by economic, social, legal and 

cultural arrangements between these agents (Kotlyar, 2002). Labour force concludes 

employed and unemployed that is divided into following groups:

Figure 1. The structure of economic active citizens

Theoretical base of employment policies was elaborated by founders o f so-called classical 

economic theory (D. Ricardo, J. Mill, and A. Marshal). Representatives o f this theory stressed 

that full employment can be occurred in condition o f competitiveness for vacancies among 

unemployed persons. This competition changes the rate o f salary and it is exceeded until that 

time when both actors will be satisfied. Therefore, in this process should not be presence of 

state.

Consequently, this theory o f full employment was further developed by scholars of 

neoclassical perspective D. Giller, A Laffer, R. Holl and other economists who considered 

that labour market is like other kinds o f market. As result o f demand-supply interactions, 

salary as a price for work is established due to competition. According to important postulates 

of this concept, full employment can be maintained by basic market institution regulators 

(competition, price, interest rate). Therefore, state intervention is not only useless but this is 

harmful impact to economy.

In 1936 J. M. Keynes highlighted the new relations between employment and unemployment 

that market is imperfect and there are no mechanisms which would ensure the full 

employment. Prices and salary are explicitly fixed and merely external (war, disasters ext.) 

and internal factors are able to destabilize this system. Based upon this, labour market might 

be seen as permanently inert and static system requiring state interventions. Keynes stated the 

state have to fight with unemployment and regulate labour market through fiscal policy.
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By increasing public revenues or reducing taxes in economy, it is possible to extend demand. 

These acts increase the volume o f demand on labour force that diminish the unemployment 

rate.

In terms o f institutional development, when the Great depression o f 1930-s, occurred 

unemployment was recognized as a source o f social tensions in society, in which some 

individuals had lost jobs as well as members o f their families suffered from this circumstance. 

This condition caused of wide spreading the brokerage in tasks which included ‘bounding’ 

demand and supply for labour and fostering regional or branches’ labour mobility in period of 

structural declining.

Firstly, establishing labour brokerages was initiatives o f trade unions or employers. 

Nevertheless, there were suspensions, labour brokerages o f employers could use labour force 

unfairly on one the hand and labour brokerage created by trade unions could pursuit to 

employ own members, that this would restrict freedom of choice workers on other hand. 

These conflicts of interests accelerated the state interventions as a ‘third neutral outsider’.

Some concepts of Keynes’s theory were highlighted in Acts of the U.S.A. Particularly, in Act on 

Employment (1946) and Act on Full Employment and Balanced Growth (1978). First of both 

stated:

“Congress declares that permanent policy of the Federal Government and responsible for using all 

practical means... with aim to create and maintain... conditions in which proper opportunities of 

employment will be provided... to all who are able, willing and seeking job ...”.

Quoting this part of Act, Samuelson wrote:

“Act on employment of 1946 envisions important new arrangements in our country. This Act 

imposed on government responsibility for persuading employment and created apt mechanism in 

government and congress for certain act”.

Source: K. Isakov (2005)

In that period all legal documents were pointed from two -  social and economic issues. These 

policy documents introduced new approaches o f employment governance independence on 

national specifics o f labour markets. Core elements o f them:

a. mandatory unemployment insurance

b. availability of universal state system of free social assistance for unemployed persons

c. special attention to social groups who are vulnerable to become unemployed and 

source of social tensions in society
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d. founding system o f data base on labour market as a necessary mean o f integrating the 

workers to labour process.

In this period in many countries took practical measures oriented to relieve social tensions 

through restriction o f the total demand on labour.

Therefore, in this period there was a step from  the social assistance policy fo r  unemployed to 

policy o f  security from  unemployment. Instead of individual assistance concept came new 

concept of active labour market policies.

Later from 1970-s and till mid o f 1980-s because o f energy crisis, the unemployment rate 

sharply increased with simultaneous growth of inflation. Weakening Keynes’s position and 

strengthening neoclassical and neo-liberal views in many countries triggered retrenchments 

state interventions to economy in usefulness o f market self-regulations. In this respect, 

emphasis was changed to more active impacting of the supply side o f labour market.

These views mainly were developed within the “Monetary School”. M. Freedman, E. Phelps 

and other representatives stated that for elimination disproportion. To establish equilibrium of 

the labour market there is need to apply state regulation as fmance-credit policies. According 

to their points of view, inefficiency of public policy in money cycling can evoke imbalance at 

the labour market.

There were developed special public programs engaged to vulnerable contingent o f labour 

market featured with problems o f low adaptabilities (first o f all, youth and long-term 

unemployed persons) and searched ways o f improving effectiveness of payment of 

unemployment benefits. As a result o f these attempts, Public Employment Services 

encompassed two functions: employing and the administration o f unemployment insurance. 

Meanwhile, public control upon provision o f the cash benefits and benefits in different kinds 

for unemployment was strengthened.

In this period labour market policies were gradually developed more comprehensively that 

based on the sense o f necessary active role o f the welfare state. Nowadays it is feasible to 

three divergent ideal types o f welfare state institutional arrangements in terms of employment 

policies that are essential for assessment o f such polices. In other words, it is essential to 

focus on substance and on outcomes. The first is the liberal -  type found in Anglo-Saxon 

countries -  with an emphasis on incentive, sanctions and in -  work benefits. The other is the 

universalistic ideal -  type, which also provides a variety o f services for those who are 

unemployed, establishes a sort o f negotiation between the individual and the system and 

guarantees rather generous protection against poverty. In various shapes, this ideal -  is found 

mainly in Scandinavian countries. The continental welfare states have not developed a distinct
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pattern but seem to combine elements from these two ideal -  types, or to oscillate between 

them (J. Andersen and A. Guillemard 2005).

Esping -  Anderson (1990, 1997) stressed as a key criteria defining the ideal types o f welfare 

state regimes are decommodification and modes o f stratification which stipulate level of 

assistance or policies designed to make more independent workers from market as a 

commodity who are selling labour force according to social classes in society.

Table 1: Welfare State regimes

Characteristic
types

Decommodification Stratification 
of society

Determinants Consequences

Liberal/
Anglo-Saxon

Stingy benefits with 
means tested

Segmenting
bifurcation:
- public 

provision for 
needy people

- private 
provision for 
middle classes

Bourgeois
hegemony,
strong
liberalism

Polarized growth of 
employment with 
shrinking middle 
class; reduction 
gender and ethnic- 
specific 
segmentation, 
accentuation of class 
differences

Conservative/
Continental
European

Wide access but 
base on 
contributions

Status specific 
fragmentation 
(status barriers 
between various 
occupational 
groups)

Class
compromise
without
obvious
hegemony and
strong
influence of
Catholicism

Employment 
problems: “welfare 
without works” 
segmentation 
insiders/outsiders

Social
democratic/
Scandinavian

Quite universal
access

Universal-
egalitarian
(solidarity
promotion)

Labour 
movement 
dominance 
coalition with 
farmers and 
middle classes

Employment social 
public services; 
gender and sector 
specific cleavages

Source: Potůček (2006)

This welfare regimes approach has dominated in comparative social policy study over the past 

decades that help us to understand better different ways in which policy develops indifferent 

contexts.

Nevertheless, it is assumed regardless ideal types o f welfare regimes that the state may 

intervene to influence the original distribution o f incomes by interfering with the market or by 

redistributing after market processes have had their affects. It may provide services and 

regulate activities through the laws and policy documents to influence what others do in order 

to provide incomes or services. (M. Hill, 2003)

A difficulty about identifying employment policy as ‘social’ policy is that market 

interventions are not only adopted for welfare ends. States interfere with employment markets
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to try to increase their effectiveness in waging war -  with conscription replacing market 

methods o f securing a labour force and the terms o f the work relationship imposed upon 

conscripted.

They also interfere in labour markets in the cause o f the enhancement of economic efficiency, 

when their concerns are not so much the welfare consequences o f the way markets are 

working as their outcomes for the economy as a whole. With this kind of intervention there 

may be considerable difficulties in separating economic and welfare objectivities. 

Unemployment, low pay, poor working conditions, discrimination in the labour market may 

be seen as both problems to be attacked for welfare reasons but also as inefficiencies in the 

labour market. In other words, when these phenomena are examined from a societal point of 

view, they are likely to be seen both in terms o f their welfare impact upon individuals and as 

failures to use economic resources in as efficient a manner as possible. Alternatively there 

may be conflict between social concerns and labour market efficiency concerns.

Many scholars and economists stress that relationship between employer and employee is 

equal and these agents represent themselves as partners in the labour market or owners: first 

one as an owner o f production means, and second agent as a holder of labour force. 

Nevertheless, actually, it is not true in practice.

A worker has to sell his labour force in order to survive from starvation or in order to earn for 

him/her and family. He cannot not to work a long time. It means to have no means of 

existence. Finally, all issues related to job conditions, job place and salary are determined by 

the employer. Furthermore, the employer can always fire unfit employees. Thus, a worker 

economically is under the dependence o f the employer. Especially, in economic restructuring 

period of former Soviet Union, salary payments were postponed for several months and 

anyway, employees had to continue work. In these case here question emerges, where is 

equality between “two partners”?

As a matter of this, commodity “labour force” is not ‘extractable’ from the owner, worker or 

employee -  human. It means, at the beginning, when hiring labour force, there ‘non -  market’ 

factors starts to play significant role and it is during employment - one of the explanations 

why state activities are designed to regulate labour relations. In a labour market, state always 

participates more actively than it can in other markets. In other words, holders o f labour force 

are citizens whose interests and rights must be protected by state. State intervenes at least, in 

that time, when market produces social situations which do not respond the understanding 

about justice in society.
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Regulation and effects on reproduction o f labour force refer to analysis, elaboration targets, 

choosing alternative and supporting effective and stable implementation.

From a wide range o f views it is possible to determine basic approaches o f labour market 

polices. There are liberal, Keynesian, institutional and plan-based concepts1. Based on above - 

mentioned historical development o f approaches o f governance as the labour market, it is 

briefly depicted main phases o f employment policies: (1) social aid to unemployed; (2) 

programme reducing forced unemployment (3) state security policy from unemployment, 

directed at achieving full employment (4) various forms and methods of employment policies 

under active interactions o f governmental and non-public organizations.

3.2. Unemployment as a socio-economic problem and its determinant factors

In economics, a person who is able and willing to work at prevailing wage rate yet is unable 

to find a paying job is considered unemployed.

The unemployment rate is the number o f unemployed workers divided by the total civilian 

labour force, which includes both the unemployed and those with jobs (all those willing and 

able to work for pay). In practice, measuring the number o f unemployed workers actually 

seeking work is notoriously difficult.

For the past twenty years, unemployment has been the most important economic and social 

problem of many developed and developing countries. In this respect, the unemployment rate 

has dramatically appreciated and the duration of staying unemployed has also increased. The 

rise in the duration o f being unemployed unnerves individuals and shatters their belief in the 

social and socioeconomic system. Especially in transit economies whereas substantial changes 

have occurred, the long-term and structural types o f unemployment emerged and presented 

real social problems. This circumstance evokes other challenge which is new for post

communist countries, it is a social exclusion.

Social exclusion in Europe can be understood in other way o f assumption that is not emerged 

due to transformation of whole society. It is determined by changing the style o f life, aging 

population, low birth rate and migration (Rosanvallon 1997). In addition, there might be noted 

other factors like Welfare State recalibrations and crisis o f representative democracy.

In transit economies, particularly in former Soviet countries social exclusion appeared 

unexpectedly and it threads with massive character related to long-term and structural 

unemployment.

1 Conceptual approaches o f labour market regulation. See appendix 1
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Historically, unemployment as a social problem took place mainly in capitalist economies. For 

instance, the Great Depression in 1929 or crisis in 1970 s can evidence this statement. When 

unexpected boost in oil prices caused a recession in the economy, together with increasing 

production costs and interest rates, than unemployment was recognized as a crucial social 

problem. It is understandable that if to take in consideration globalization of the capital markets 

after 1980 and intensifying international competition. As a result of these processes, the market 

economy -  based countries faced with further difficulties regarding financial and monetary 

constrains.

What regards communist countries unemployment was not take place because o f forced 

labour as the economy in these countries are based on central plans. Therefore, frictional 

unemployment or free labour mobility did not exist and it had been even forbidden. Central 

communist regimes (re)qualified labour force and distributed to branches o f economy and 

regions in accordance with 5 -  year economic development plans.

Social and employment benefits were mainly provided through state -  owned enterprises. 

State enterprises were often large employers, particularly in the former Soviet Union. 

Therefore, places o f employment at enterprises were not only sources o f wage income but 

also institutions through which other facilities and benefits were provided to all family 

members, working and non-working. These services included health and education facilities, 

child care, subsidized canteens and often also housing. To a greater extend than in Eastern and 

Central Europe, firms in the former Soviet Union provided a wide range of services usually 

provided by municipalities or other branches o f government in market economy (Namazie 

2003).

After collapse of communist regimes, economies o f all former Soviet Union and CEE 

countries sharply declined, that caused liberalization prices and transferring from state 

ownerships to other private forms o f belongingness. State enterprises were sold to their 

managers, or employees, and enterprises become insider dominated. Privatization process 

held without the supporting institutions, financial, legal framework, bankruptcy laws, defined 

property rights etc. to make change ownership effective (Namazie 2003). Thus, at the 

beginning of 1990s almost all post -  communist countries were faced with a set o f socio -  

economic problems, particularly massive unemployment.

Many studies highlight that unemployment worsens the living standards, even causing 

poverty and often loosing usual social status and prestige. In case o f young people, 

unemployment can reduce beliefs for decent working and family life and existence in general.
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Unemployed person lives in conflicts and unorganized family condition, loosing self 

confidence, sense o f life, hesitating from his or her status and destroying life stereotypes or 

usage o f their o f time. In this condition, person is forced to crime, alcohol and drug 

addictions. Additionally there are threats to their physical and psychological health that cause 

an earlier death (Mareš 1994). Thus, implications o f Englis (1916) made explicit conclusion: 

that unemployment is a social evil. Later Beveridge (1942) also stated that achieving full 

employment is the main target o f employment policies.

Therefore, employment policies aiming to solve and prevent the unemployment problem have 

become more important and indispensable. Today, every country develops and implements 

employment policies according to its own socioeconomic circumstances. Policies arranged in 

different ways are reorganized according to advancing technology and changing conditions 

and optimal solutions are continually sought after.(Ulgen 2006)

It would be false to consider employment only as the usage o f labour force. The qualification 

of the workforce must be also dwelled upon when deciding on employment policies. 

Employment and unemployment are two different yet complementary aspects o f the same 

fact. It is impossible to evaluate one without the other. While employment is the positive 

aspect and the ultimate goal to be reached, unemployment is the negative aspect, which is 

tried to be eschewed.

Factors influencing unemployment which were highlighted by Potůček (1999)

a. The efficiency o f the economy and the absorption capability o f the labour market.

b. Structural changes in the national economy

c. Wages development

d. The flexibility o f the domestic labour force in reacting to changes in the labour 

market.

e. Fluctuation on the international labour market.

Currently, in context o f international labour divisions, states endeavor to fit own economic 

policy strategies in response to cope new challenges o f globalization which has become one 

of the key factors determining investment to human capital. This situation activates labour 

market policies in most countries so that to reduce unemployment as a social problem.

3.3. Employment policy as a public policy process

Employment policy is scientifically approved system of measures regarding labour market 

which are implemented by state bodies. Employment policies have multi -  level governance

2 See Standardized Unemployment Rate (SUR) in OECD and non-member countries for 1990-2006 years in 
Appendix 2.
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dimension: state employment policy, regional employment policy and employment policy for 

certain territorial local units that local governments are responsible for them.

The function o f employment policy is to provide employment o f economically active 

population, regional distribution o f labour force on localities aligned with number and quality 

of job places, supporting employment in maximum rate how it is possible, legal regulation 

labour relations among subjects or actors o f labour market, income maintaining o f 

unemployed individuals etc.

Employment policy differs across countries including a set o f economic, social and legal 

activities on regulations as employment relations not only o f the internal labour market but in 

addition towards other third countries upon migration exchange which takes place on the 

international labour market.

Nowadays, in most countries o f the world, employment policies are ranked among other 

domains like budget -  financial, fiscal, social, education or health policies etc.

It can be indirect and direct effects o f employment policies which are divided into passive and 

active programs. Passive programs can include unemployment benefits, income maintenance 

and other social benefits (palliative arrangement). Active employment policy programs are 

consisted from: investment activity (job creation), training support (quality o f labour force), 

and security o f internal labour markets, fostering flexibility o f labour force, industrial and 

regional economic policy -  creating equal job opportunities. First o f all, active employment 

policies aimed at adjusting structures of supply and demand for labour force. In this term 

there should be emphasized eligible criteria o f assessment o f active programs, especially for 

young employees and long-term unemployed. This is one o f the basic elements not only of 

social policy, but also economic ends which foster restructuring employment during 

transformation period.

As other policies, employment policy has its own arena and actors which cover the policy 

process. The primary actor in employment policy can be seen as the state, which has 

sovereignty status to formulate policy agenda, organize discussion with interested other 

agents and put forward their interests. In light o f new representative democracy and 

governance perspective there are three main regulators (state, market and third sector) plus 

mass-media of human activities that in terms o f labour market policies are o f very significant 

capacities to the government to create opportunity and enroll all engaged actors, particularly 

the Ministry o f labour and social affairs, private enterprises, trade unions and civil society 

professional associations. In many countries there are exist institutionalized forms of 

mediation interests and bargaining relations as ‘bipartite and tripartite institutions’ that
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includes government, trade unions and business associations on a contract basis. Historically, 

these institutions were formatted under the inter relations between employees and employers 

of capitalistic societies where important regulatory pillars o f market economy were developed 

(institute o f private property, prices and competition).

In public policy analysis employment policy entitled consistent process o f decision making. In 

this context, many models o f policy process occur which were elaborated by policy scientists. 

In our work there is described much widespread concept of public policy process such as: 

agenda setting, problem analysis, elaboration policy alternatives, assessment, choosing and 

policy formulation and policy evaluation (Potůček/ed./ 2005).

As a result o f this process, respectively in employment policies, there were produced various 

‘outputs’ like policy documents (action plans, brief policy, national programs, laws and 

decrees o f the ministry o f labour etc.) In the following chapter, national action plans o f the 

Czech Republic and Kyrgyzstan were selected to analyze their effectiveness and impacts on 

unemployment.

Speaking about employment as a public policy process or policy cycle, it needs to mention 

economic instruments of employment policies. These are:

Fiscal policy (public budget performance)

Monetary policy (currency, interest)

Income policy (prices and wages)

Structural economic policy refers to financial supporting or reducing employment in 

certain branches o f national economy or in regions (Potůček 1995).

From the simple ‘mediator’ state may become an ‘active steward’ that implies regulation and 

reforming the labour market.

Figure 2. Creating of rational employment in labour market.

3 The term “Steward” was borrowed from Health Economics paradigm
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“Environmental A nalysis o f Estimation o f  unemployment
scaning” (external and -» ► (un) em ploym ent ■* ► rate according to criteria o f
internal labour markets) determinants rational em ploym ent

D efining parameters o f  labour 
market for II and III stages

Source: Author

The presented model of employment policy process may include a wide range of 

organizational actors during all stages o f creating rational employment in economy. Forms of 

state -  society interactions in this policy domain are up to institutional and political culture 

contexts which will be detailed in cases o f comparison of two post communist countries -  

Czech Republic and Kyrgyzstan.

Meanwhile, social scientists adhere to various views upon subjects o f the labour market. 

According to one o f these, in labour market two subjects participate -  employer and hired 

worker (Samuelson 1994). In accordance with another point o f view, there are three
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participants o f labour market, except above named two subjects, it is state. Some researchers 

count more actors; that labour market is a place where interactions among employers, 

workers, state and trade unions take place (Kocherbaeva, 2000). In respect o f public policy 

and policy network perspectives, labour market comprises a wide range of actors who enter 

and exit in dependency o f policy agenda. For instance, employment insurance reform can 

attract many policy actors: trade unions, insurance companies, government agency, legislative 

committee, representatives o f employers and some lobby interest groups.

Adherents of triplicity principle o f labour market think that if  there would not be the state as a 

actor among these subjects, state would not enforce active social policy, create system of 

social norms and institutes which provide reproduction, exchange and labour use (Gusev 

2000). In their opinions, there would not be possible tripartite institute (Rysaliev, Ryskulova 

and Voronin 2000). In given discourses, there is confusion with two situations: to affect the 

object and be a direct component are not the same ends o f raised issue. Following the 

tripartite principle, state fosters to find mutually acceptable decisions for employers and 

workers. But for all that state is represented in role o f only arbiter, consultant or guarantee 

achieved agreement.

In any kind of markets, as a result o f bargaining, price and other labour conditions are defined 

which are not alien for labour market. With these parameters, it is spoken about specific 

features of labour market because labour force is unique goods. Labour is only one 

commodity which is an inseparable from its owner -  man. In this respect, not only price is 

important for seller, but also conditions o f job place, level o f safety or accidents, 

organizational culture and attitudes o f head etc.

Secondly, holder o f ‘labour force’ has certain imaginations about justice in labour 

relationships. In addition, he/she is able to set up own organizations (e.g. trade unions) and 

assert mentioned imaginations by non -  market means (Isakov 2006).

Thirdly, labour mobility implies additional range of problems related to social infrastructure 

o f new place of living (housing, kindergarten, recreation facilities, safety etc.), legislative 

arrangements (visa’s regime, accessibility to social rights etc.) and various forms of 

discrimination (on gender, race, nationality and religion bases). Thus, in comparison with 

other market, labour market has more specific features which concerned mainly social issues. 

Therefore, employment policies can be seen as core part o f social policy. This circumstance 

proofs active role o f the state and its regulatory activities in labour market.

In the light of modem challenges and treats o f aging population and social exclusion, there 

has emerged a new task for employment policy: to create opportunity for wide involvement of
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employed population in fostering employment programs and searching optimal synchrony of 

insurance and non -  insurance principles o f eligibility for these programs; to define efficient 

accompany passive and active employment programs; to expand forms of public-private 

partnership in financing, implementation and evaluation employment policy processes.; to 

adjust system of unemployment benefit payments to new trends in employment issue, 

particularly flexible forms o f employment, increasing labour mobility and equal opportunity. 

In order to achieve mentioned tasks there is need of new employment security approaches and 

governance of all these processes. It is possible through partnership between public and 

private organizations and therefore, it needs to define borders and types o f services devoted to 

various social groups.

3.4. Comparative labour politics in state organizational perspective

It is well -  known that in comparative policy analysis exist four traditional models: class 

(Marx, Engels, Gough, Offe, Stephens), elite (C. W. Mills, F. Hunter, J. Burnham, R. D. 

Putnam, Cutwright, Jackmann), pluralist (Robert A. Dahl, Charles E. Lindblom) and (neo) 

corporatist (A. Muller, Ph. Schmitter, G. Lehmbruch, R.H. Wilensky), which can be applied 

in mix modes. Nevertheless, they might not entirely reflect the complicated policy network 

process in comparative social studies. In the light o f current days, state-society relations 

blurring, particularly among the state, market and third sectors, and it is obviously notable 

strengthening o f interrogational influence and power relations and exchanges. In this respect, 

the so -  called “Organizational State Perspective” presents relatively new theoretical approach 

of policy network study which combines following components: elements o f exchange theory; 

social network analysis and interorganizational relations.

Speaking explicitly, this organizational state paradigm is devoted for national policy domain 

analysis in modem states. In terms o f labour politics: “an interpenetration o f  state and 

market, blurring o f  boundaries separating the activities o f  the state, unions, and employers ’ 

associations” (Marks, 1989). Based upon this, organizational state perspective recognizes 

merely institutionalized policy actors, not persons (Knoke et all, 1996) though in some 

circumstances it can be argued. For instance, T. Blair, during his prime -  minister post o f the 

United Kingdom’s government, gradually weakened the role of huge Trade Labour Unions in 

public policy deliberating process. Or in transit countries o f former Soviet Union, most 

policy decisions are under influences of persons and leaders who are involved in politics 

without organizational or formal membership.
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First of all, it is important to define internal structure o f policy domain that is constructed by 

four basic components:

1. Organizational actors (Interest Groups, Peak organizations, Government institutions).

2. Policy interests (Subfields, Issues, and Events)

3. Power relations (Information exchange, Resource exchange)

4. Collective actions (Mobilization, Publicity, Lobbying)

In labour market policies context, these structures can be shown in the following table:

Table 2: Main com ponents o f  labour policy domain presented by organizational state perspective.

1.Organizational actors

Interest Groups unions; trade groups; PIGS; corporations; bureaucracies

Peak organizations federations; chambers; quasi-official advisory bodies

Government Institutions legislatures; courts; ministries; regulators; official advisory 

councils

2. Policy interests

Subfields Broad areas o f focal concerns: 

collective bargaining; markets

Issues General substantive matters: 

wages, hours, conditions

Events Legislative bills; court suits; regulatory proclamations

3. Power relations

Information exchange Ideas, data, strategies, advice, proposals

Resource exchange Funds, facilities, votes, coercion

4. Collective action

Mobilization coalition building; social movements;

Publicity mass media blitzes; targeted mailings

Lobbying Contacts with government officials; legal suits

(Source: Knoke and et. all, 1996)

Above presented conceptual framework requires efforts from scholar so that to apply it 

properly in cross-nation comparison research. Because they need to comprehensively cover 

not only historical, sociopolitical and economic divergent contexts o f comparing nations but 

also researcher has to take account current status o f analyzing policy domain, its polity 

determinants and other relevant institutional features.
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Thus, in my view, this organizational state paradigm is more apt to analyze national policies 

in the developed countries, where presented entirely policy domain components 

(organizational actors, policy interests, power relations, collective actions) than transit and 

developing nations.

In comparison to that, transit and developing countries are mainly concerned with polity 

building and state-society relations constituting which would be on democratic and rule o f law 

principles basis.

Unless, study regarding organizational state perspective can be complicated that it might 

evoke doubts in well-performed representative research findings. Research would not be 

completely finished because o f insufficient data and information upon organizational actors of 

any policy domains, at least. For instance, in political system of transit states, except 

government, there is not institutional background.

Consequently, it is impossible to find out consistent policy interests, power relations and 

collective actions, except fragmented elements which would not help us in research.

4. Labour market developments in the Czech Republic and Kyrgyzstan after 

structural reforms

4.1. Czech Republic

Czech Republic is one o f the successfully transformed post-communist countries with 

adequate macroeconomic performance indicators in Central and Eastern Europe. During past 

decade, structure o f employment has undergone dramatic changes since 1989 (Horákova 

2005). At the beginning o f 1990 unemployment rate was lower than expected and remained 

relatively (unemployment rate was between 3 -  4 %) low till 1996.

“ ...we have not only economic depression. It massively concerned firstly, changes related to 

structural transformation o f  whole economy. Therefore, it is a new issue [unemployment] - 

that roughly emerged in our life at the end o f  the past century when these alters entirely 

occurred. Nowadays, we have almost ten percent o f  registered unemployed. Real 

unemployment is lower according to representative selected study, the unemployment rate is 

estimated between seven and eight percent. (M. Potůček Hospodárske noviny, 12.8.2004)

Table 3: General unemployment rate during 1990-2006.

Year 1990 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 2001 01 02 03 04 05 06
General

unemployment
rate

0.7 4.1 2.6 4,3 4,3 4,0 3,9 4,8 6,5 8,7 8,8 8,1 7,3 7,8 8,3 7,9 7,3

Source: MF, MPSV, CNB and CSU
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By the 1997 unemployment had sharply increased, because the rate of economic development 

slowed down that employment decreased. Nevertheless, today, Czech economy undergoes 

sustainable development with relative average unemployment in comparison with EU 

countries.

If to scrutinize this issue than, nowadays, unemployment in the Czech Republic is 

characterized by following features:

low regional and professional mobility o f labour force 

regional disparities

high unemployment o f vulnerable groups

low quality o f system o f the social benefit addressing

inequality between demand and supply on the labour force (structural 

unemployment)

insufficient capability o f employment services (human resources and financial) 

heavy tax burden o f labour

absence o f united system of life -  term education. (M. Jabůrkova and O. Matl 2006, 

EU Commission 2000, National Action Plan for 2004-2006)

The principles o f Employment Strategy were passed and the concept o f the active role o f the 

state in forming employment was incorporated into Employment Act which came into force at 

the beginning of 1991. State employment policy’s goal, in accordance with this Act, is to 

achieve a balance between supply and demand for labour, towards the productive utilization 

of workforce resources, and towards securing the rights o f citizens to employment. This is 

interpreted as the right o f those who want and able to work and are actually engaged in the 

process of applying for work. These people have the right to the mediation of work in a 

suitable position, to any re-qualifications necessary for their work, and to material securing 

before starting employment and in the event o f losing their employment.

The basic legislative standard regulating employment is Labour Code, No. 65/1965 Col. 

Which regulates an employment contact’s terms and conditions, disciplinary aspects, the 

number of working hours remuneration, safety and health protection at work, working 

condition in general, and special provisions for minors, women and pregnant women, the 

responsibility o f employers and employees for damages, and the terms o f collective 

bargaining. In principle, these provisions are comparable with European standards.
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4.2. Kyrgyz Republic

The Kyrgyz Republic is the second poorest country in the former Soviet Union after 

Tajikistan. Despite obvious signs o f economic recovery and overall poverty reduction in the 

past five years, the situation in the labour market has remained rather bleak. Formal job 

creation has remained very low, and this has been associated with widespread joblessness and 

large incidents o f precarious employment. (S.Bamabe and A.Kolev 2003).

According to the National Statistic Office (NSO) data, by the 01.11.2006 unemployment rate 

was 9,3 %. But another survey conducted by the Kyrgyz State Committee on Migration and 

Employment in cooperation with the EU/TACIS project, unemployment was estimated up to

16,8 % by the end o f 2006. While in accordance with the International Labour Organization 

(ILO) unemployed relaxed criterion, unemployment in Kyrgyzstan is more than 22-23%. 

Which one o f these is representative data? How to formulate employment policies if  there is 

no one strict data source? This is one o f the crucial objectives o f current State Committee on 

Migration and Employment.

Defining unemployment indicators.

1. Registered unemployment: The ‘registered unemployed’ refers to individuals who are 

registered at labour offices as unemployed. The administrative approach reflects national 

rules and conditions and usually generates figures that are different from those resulting 

from survey relying on the so-called strict “ILO concept” of unemployment or on a very 

similar concept.

2. Strict ILO unemployment: The strict ILO concept is based on three criteria and defines 

as unemployment those people who are (a) without work, (b) available for work within the 

next two weeks and (c) have been seeking work for the preceding four weeks.

3. ILO Unemployed relaxed criterion: The ILO has an alternative definition of 

unemployment, which is more relevant fro transition countries. It relaxes the third 

criterion to include discouraged unemployed who have not been looking for work because 

they have lost all hope of finding a job.

4. Unemployment rate and unemployment-to-population ratio: The unemployment rate 

corresponds to the segment of the labour force (unemployed and employed), which is 

unemployed. A different indicator is the unemployment to population ratio, which refers 

to the overall share of the unemployed in the working age population (15 and above in 

Kyrgyzstan). The unemployment rate is less sensitive than the unemployment ratio to
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changes in inactivity, and the larger the number o f inactive, the smaller the unemployment 

ratio relative to eh unemployment rate.

Source: S. Bernabe and A. Kolev,2003

Despite the recognition o f a number o f core labour standards in the Kyrgyz Labour Code, a 

large gap remains in practice and the real levels o f workers’ is far below that which is 

stipulated in the Kyrgyz legislation. A very large share o f employees was found to be working 

without a formal contract, with no social insurance coverage and no paid leave. Poor working 

conditions and high job instability have important human and economic costs, not only for 

workers and their families, but also for enterprises, in terms o f lower productivity, and for the 

country as a whole, in terms of social cohesion and reduced opportunities for pro-poor 

growth.

The role of state in labour market regulation is not well defined and consistently developed 

because o f inadequate economic policy. All causes will be revealed in further chapters. For 

nowadays, according to data o f the National Statistic Committee o f the Kyrgyz Republic, by 

the 01.10.2006 amount o f population estimated at 5 mil. 208 thousands. 65% of population 

lives in rural areas o f the country.

Labour market o f Kyrgyz Republic is characterized by following figures: labour force -  

2971, 7 thousands; economically active population -  2116, 5 thousands; employment -

1931,8 thousands.

By the 01.11.2006, number o f unemployed persons was 198,3 thousands from which of 105,4 

thousands (52% of them is women, 59,3% - rural population, 54% - youth) are registered in 

public employment services and 92,9 thousands are self-seeking job. More tense situation is 

observed in capital city Bishkek (11,4%), Osh (11,5%), in Batken region (13,1%), Naryn 

region (12,4) and Chui region (10,5%).

According to another Employment Observation Survey (Government decree, 2006 #184) 

which was conducted by the State Committee on Migration and Employment together with 

the National Statistical Office revealed that unemployment rate is 16,8 %  that almost two 

times exceeds official statistical data. And consequently, the highest rate o f unemployment in 

comparison with total unemployment rate found in Djalal-Abad (26,7%) and Naryn (26,7%) 

regions and Osh city (22%), and the lowest rate is evidenced in Talas (9,1%) and Batken 

(9,2%) regions. In the rest of regions and in capital city Bishkek, unemployment rate has no 

significant difference with total rate o f unemployment (source: the State Committee on 

Migration and Employment o f the Kyrgyz Republic).
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5. Institutional base of employment policies of the Czech Republic and Kyrgyzstan

This chapter examines institutional backgrounds o f labour market policies o f the selected 

comparison states. It is understood that institutional base o f labour politics refers to 

universally embedded ways and mechanisms o f implementation specially formulated policies, 

programs, plans and regulation proclamations in labour market to tackle increasing 

employment o f vulnerable social groups (Sirovatka, 2003). Institutions are assumed as 

formally stated and broadly used rules o f activities. According to these rules, actors’ actions 

are constituted within labour market.

In accordance with thesis’s objectives, institutional analysis of the two post-communists 

countries is bounded by functional review o f public employment services, analysis o f national 

employment plans and funding of formulated labour market policies.

5.1. Analysis of public employment services

In a governance world with the new institutional mixes between state, the market and other 

actors, it is difficult to asses the extent and direction o f reforms from a purely institutional 

perspectives (J. Andersen and A. Guillemard 2005). That is why, in this work there was taken 

in account other factors, particularly some relevant element o f political, socio-economic and 

historical contexts o f two selected objects o f comparison.

5.1.1. Criteria of comparison

There are criteria by which public employment services are analyzed and two systems of 

administration are compared to reveal on their effectiveness.

Criteria o f comparison:

exactly stated organizational objectives

organizational capacity

sufficiency and sustainability o f financing

decision making capacity

accessibility o f employment services

complexity and diversity o f provided services

elements o f public -  private partnership and tripartite collective bargaining 

In addition, there is a brief comparative table on functional review o f the Czech employment 

services and Kyrgyz State Committee on Migration and Employment.
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Functional4 review refers to information upon problems o f organization and it also can be 

seen as an instrument o f planning for organizational changes, retrenchments and for 

elaboration plans of enhancements. There are five main functions:

1. Political function  concludes following conditional activities: strategic planning, legislative 

norms and acts elaboration, policy analysis, evaluation and forecasting. This function 

requisites high qualification o f specialists and it usually concerns central administration of 

public organization, particularly central office o f employment services.

2. Service providing function. This is usual activity on public and social services provided for 

unemployed and vulnerable social groups, who are disabled individuals, pensioners, child -  

orphans and poor families.

3. Regulatory function  includes following tasks: certification and accreditation o f professional 

trainings engaged for (re)qualification labour force, establishing labour condition 

requirements and inspection them in accordance with the Labour Code etc.

4. Function o f  coordination, control and monitoring upon objectives performance. This 

function implies controlling by central office its net o f employment service branches upon 

organizational objectives performance and also methodological supporting them in achieving 

determined goals.

5. Function o f  supporting refers to activities in financial and personnel management, 

information system and data base management, internal audit, PR and secretarial services. 

Functional review implies that administrative structure of employment services administration 

should be profoundly analyzed from internal side. It means that each department and, in case 

of only one employment services administration even job positions, it is in need o f being 

reviewed by legal documents analysis. Furthermore, it requires using sociological research 

techniques. After that, there could be revealed shortcomings, duplicated and overlapped 

functions or patterns o f effectiveness o f performance. And finally, they are grouped upon 

above presented function classification. But this work, as above mentioned merely, shows in 

general comparison which constructed upon analysis of secondary data and policy documents.

5.1.2. Czech Administration of Employment Services

Brief description

In 1990, there were established 77 regional employment offices on okres5 administrative -  

territorial level which had 172 branches in villages, towns and cities. In the Czech Republic,

4 Function concludes one or more tasks that must produce results.
5 As a consequence o f decentralization reforms the okres level was abolished in 2000.
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network o f public employment services are centrally administered by the Administration o f  

Employment Services (Správa služeb zaměstnanosti-SSZ) which is integrated structural part 

of the Ministry o f Labour and Social Affairs o f the Czech Republic. This administrative state 

bodies aimed at coordinating and methodically supporting the network o f employment 

services.

Central government in cooperation with tripartite councils makes policy decisions. Public 

employment services are responsible to implement these decisions that are formulated in form 

of policy documents6 and action plans. That is why, in policy making process, the role of 

public employment services is restricted as a subject o f implementation. (Sirovatka, 

Kofronova, Winkler, 2003)

Functions and objectives o f the Czech Employment Offices

Public employment offices perform three traditional generally known functions: 

administration and payment o f unemployment benefits, active employment policies and 

employment maintaining. Offices are strengthening ‘client-orientation’ activity on the one 

hand, and representing state control (sanction, expelling work permission) on other hand 

(Sirovatka, 2003).

Recently, many tasks o f employment services has been delegating to regional levels. Regional 

employment offices have already cooperated with European funds in implementation, 

monitoring and evaluation programmes. In this respect, employment polices domain is 

becoming important part o f regional policy than policy o f central Administration of 

Employment Services.

Employment offices include following objectives: 

unemployment benefits payment

- provide information on job vacancies 

consulting services

public jobs

supporting small-scale business, including encouraging job-seekers to set up their own 

businesses

- organizing professional training and requalification programmes 

financial management subsidized for employment policies.

6 There can be wide range o f labour documents: Labour Code, Acts, and Regulation Proclamations and Court 
suits on labour relations trials.
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Speaking again about functions, they are diverged in most European countries. Functions are 

changed regarding national institutional backgrounds o f labour market policies. In 

international experience, it is possible to outline basic functions which are similar in most 

countries:

employment maintaining

information about demand and supply o f labour market

active employment policies.

These functions contently are interrelated. Administration and payment of unemployment 

benefits are much differently organized. In some European countries administration of 

benefits is understood as a task o f public employment services. In other states it is provided 

by other institutions and organizations.

In Czech Republic it takes place as integrated functions o f employment offices that can lead 

to confusions, because most departments o f employment office combine unemployment 

benefits payments and labour market maintaining activities at the same time. It might cause 

worsening o f communication, responsibility, mutual trustful relations between public servants 

that impact the whole productivity o f the office. In EU countries this issue is settled up 

properly when above mentioned services are divided between various structures or 

organizations.

France:

In France, basic functions are divided between several institutions. One of them is Agence 

National Pour l ’Emploi (ANPE), which helps for job-seekers, in their requalification. At the same 

time this agency helps for employer to find apt personnel. ANPE leads data and statistics on 

labour market. Furthermore, this agency authorizes and issues permissions to non-profit and civil 

society organizations which are engaged in employment on localities e.g. Centers for youth. Next 

institute is Association Pour la Formation Professionals des Adultes (AFPA). It provides 

trainings and covers up to 40% of registered unemployed. This association is controlled by the 

Ministry of Labour and Solidarity which is financing appropriately 70% of expenses from public 

budget. Third organization is UNIDEC which is dealt with insurance and unemployment benefits 

payment. La Delegation Generalle a I ’Emploi et a la Formation Professionals (DGEFP) is one 

of directories of the Ministry of Labour and Solidarity. DGEFP has competences to prepare 

policy proposal of labor market policies, budgeting and financial reports for government.

The United Kingdom:
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During long time the Career Advisory Service (CAS) and the Training and Enterprise Councils 

play enormous role in labour market policies. In commercial sector, it is possible to find wide 

range of ‘mediator’ and ‘providers’ of employment. Jobcentre network perform similar functions 

like Czech employment offices that is announcing vacancies, recruiting and consulting in job 

hunting. CAS also offers consulting in job seeking and vacancies for aluminates of higher schools. 

Briefly, basic functions concerning employment maintaining and payment unemployment benefits 

are on hands of Job centers. As regards training and counseling are provided by network of other 

public organizations.

Germany:

State activities in labour market are concentrated in single organization: Federal Employment 

Office (Bundesanstalt fur Arbeit - BA) which organizes mediation in labour market, 

administration of unemployment benefits payment and also implementation of active employment 

programmes. Nevertheless, there is exist explicit organizational and personnel specializations 

between who delivers employment services and who is responsible for unemployment benefit 

payments.

Many inspirations can be taken form EU countries for the Czech Republic to improve 

organizational capacity.

Organizational capacity

Czech employment services with 77 branches have 5025 employees. This number in terms of 

personnel capacity is shown in table 3, which indicates average between all unemployed and 

employees o f services. This table contains data from 15-old EU countries and new members.

Table 4: Average between numbers o f unemployed and employees o f employment services in 
direct contact with them in candidate countries to EU in 2002

CR BUL CYP EST HUN LAT LIT MAL POL ROM SR SLO EU 15

236 214 203 228 286 300 360 n.a. n.a. 182 100 118 212

Source: Sirovatka et all., 2003

Abbreviation: CR -  Czech Republic, BUL -  Bulgaria, EST -  Estonia, HUN  -  Hungary, LAT
-  Latvia, LIT -  Lithuania, MAL -  Malta, POL -  Poland, ROM  -  Romania, SR -  Slovenia, 
SLO -  Slovakia, EU  -  European Union

This indicator is evidencing that density o f Czech public labour offices are above average 

than EU 15 old-members, but 235 employees are lower than Baltic countries and Hungary. As 

experts tended to ensure this network o f services can cover or serve for clients -  unemployed 

persons.
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In terms o f accessibility o f Czech public employment services allows making conclusion that 

registered unemployed persons are satisfied (Sirovatka, 2003) and complexity o f provided 

active employment policies respond to EU average standard determined by European 

Employment Strategy.

As regards decision making capacity, there is no information upon this and it is not stipulated 

in law on employment.

5.1.3. Kyrgyz State Committee on Migration and Employment

Description

Nowadays public employment services are governed by the State Committee on Migration 

and Employment. This new administrative state organization was founded in fall of 2005 to 

ensure several policy domains: migration policy, employment policy and policy on refugees’ 

issue. The State Committee on Migration and Employment has equal status like other 

ministries that chairman is appointed and dismissed by the President o f republic on suggestion 

of Prime-ministry and with the agreement o f Parliament (Government Decree # 603/2005). 

At this moment, the Ministry o f Labour and Social Protection does not have administration on 

employment services.

Decision upon to spin off this administrative unit from the Ministry and establish relatively 

autonomous committee was determined by several factors:

From mid 1990’s till today, the structure o f migration process has been drastically 

changing. Kyrgyz labour force including high -  qualified specialists immigrate 

mainly to Russian Federation and Kazakhstan for earning and better jobs. Instead of 

them, citizens o f Uzbekistan and China are coming to domain labour market 

occupying commercial, service and trade sectors o f national economy.

Due to worsening social and legal status o f Kyrgyz labour immigrants in abroad, 

particularly in Russia. It can be explained that year by year Russian Federal 

Government has restricted and limited labour market for foreign citizens on the one 

hand and there has increased national discriminations toward not only labour 

migrants from Kyrgyzstan, but also Tajikistan and Uzbekistan.

After co-called ‘Tulip Revolution’7 on 24th March o f 2005, Government gained 

political support to set migration and employment policies as prior objective in 

solving above named issues.

7 Today this notion is arguable in kyrgyzstani publicity because most people tend to think that it was not real 
national revolution that its aims and demands were not achieved.
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History o f public employment services development o f Kyrgyzstan can be divided into two

stages:

First period (1991-1998) is featured by organizing and development o f local employment 

offices. In that period on base o f previous employment bureaus there was rapidly recreated 

new network o f employment services. Despite organizational and financial difficulties, 

employment offices enabled to elaborate and introduce main pillars o f active labour market 

policies: professional trainings and requalification, job creation, and opportunity o f temporary 

jobs. Unemployment rate of this period did not exceed 1% of active population (Release of 

Statistic Office).

Second period concerns amendments to legislative base on employment offices, employment 

protection and registration criteria o f unemployment, when unemployment rate sharply 

increased.

Actually, national system of employment governance was formatted under the influences and 

participations o f the EU experts (France, Germany, Austria and Sweden). Introduction of 

probated experiences on employment services administration lead to successful results. 

During short period o f 2- 3 years, there were established national structure o f employment 

services with network o f regional and local employment offices. All of them were 

administered by the Ministry o f Labour and Social Protection of the Kyrgyz Republic 

(Kenenbaeva, 1999). It was held till 2005.

Functions and objectives

As Governmental decree stated the State Committee on Migration and Employment has main 

functions: administration and payment o f unemployment benefits, active employment policies 

and employment maintaining. Except these standard objectives o f employment policies, there 

are also enforcements on migration policies, issues o f labour migrants in abroad and refugees. 

Statute document does not classify long list o f objectives into policy domains issues as above 

named. It might cause confusions for employees o f Committee that some objectives can be 

dropped from attention.

It is believed the Committee is much engaged in political interest because chairman is 

appointed and dismissed by President through enact o f Parliament. Furthermore, deputies of 

chairman must be appointed and resigned by Prime-ministry. This circumstance entirely 

bounds hands of Chairman because he or she politically depends on willing of President and 

Parliament and is also administratively restricted by Prime-ministry. Nevertheless, Chairman
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can conduct organizational management personally and implement above mentioned 

objectives. Organizational structure o f Committee is aligned to these objectives.

Figure 2. Structure of the State Committee on Migration and Employment

In this structure the state employment offices include following objectives: 

assisting in job seeking and to render support for unemployed 

active labour market policies

consultation on professional orientation and information on vacancies.

Except these traditional objectives employment offices took responsibilities on unemployment 

of disabled individuals, stimulation of self-employment.

Personnel capacity

In the beginning of 1990’s 68 employment offices were established over the country in order 

to collect and process information on unemployment; to analyze the labour market conditions 

and make a forecast labour market, including the payment o f social assistance.

Embedded system of unemployment insurance in the Act on Employment functioned 

relatively well till the mid of 1990’s. Its sustainable development may be explained by the 

following causes. First, thanks to specificity o f labour market surplus employment was 

accumulated in non-formal forms, while official opened unemployment was increasing 

slowly. Secondly, there was a psychological barrier, which prevented from applying to apply 

employment services during first years that kept registered unemployment from increasing. 

Thirdly, financial problem gradually occurred. Until the mid o f 1990 financial status o f 

Employment Fund was good that determined significant prevailing o f region -  donors above 

region -  recipients. It allowed expanding public service coverage for unemployment and
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improving resources o f Employment agencies. In addition, there existed supplementary 

external financial sources.

Symptoms of “system” failures occurred in 1994-1995. Social employment protection model 

had given up positions: retrenchment o f total expenditures and centralized financing sources 

o f employment programs, which were dedicated to equalize regional disproportions. 

Consequently, there occurred recalibration of active employment programs, reducing of 

material supporting and massive character o f postponing with payments of unemployment 

benefits.

In practice employment offices fulfill only part o f above named objectives to meet regional 

needs and whole country on available resource base. The size o f employment office depends 

on their targets and objectives which are formulated on laws.

In Sweden number of local branches of employment offices is high. For 100 thousand inhabitants 

there are 63 employees of employment office. In Australia -  30, in the United Kingdom and France -  

21, in Kyrgyzstan -  11 employment office workers.

At this moment employment offices are in a tough situation. They have to do to implement 

more and more functions but at the same time there is less and less finance.

Table 5: Number of employees of the Kyrgyz State Committee on Migration and Employment and

their average salary (elaborated data)

Administrative units
Number of 
employees

Sum of Salaries
8in soms

Average
salary

Central office 56 97300 1737
Bishkek capital city 65 81900 1260
Chui 75 93000 1240
Issyk-Kul 46 55500 1206
Talas 28 33800 1207
Naryn 37 44300 1197
Jalal -  Abad 89 107100 1203
Osh 65 80400 1236
Batken 37 44300 1197
Total 498 637600 1280
Source: The State Committee on Migration and Employment, 2006.

Average salary o f employee of the employment services estimates at 35 US dollars, that is 

lower than minimum budget o f consumption which was 59 US dollars in 2005 (Statistic

8 Currency by the 2007: 1 US dollars equals 37 Kyrgyz soms.
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Office, 2005). This rate o f salary certainly distracts to work in public sector for young 

specialists or being public servant means ‘bribes’.

Financial crisis revealed ambiguous affects on employment service development. At the 

beginning, it intensified employment office activities, which included: information service, 

providing professional orientation services, preventive methods o f working with unemployed 

and employers. Financial constrains o f the employment office made them to shift their 

principles o f work from passive to active methods o f job searching. It increased trustful 

attitudes of employers before state employment offices. It is evidenced in questionnaires o f 

1999-2000 years.

Mentioned activities showed positive results which proofed of self-development capacity of 

employment offices. Nevertheless, it could not continue without public budget support. Lack 

of administrative and financial resources triggered limiting employment office services. The 

rate o f registered unemployment achieved its maximum level — 40% in 1996, dramatically 

dropped in next year to 24.7% and further this rate declined till 19.7% in 2003.

Nevertheless, according to report, regional employment offices created job places for 31,9 

thousands individuals. During 10 months o f 2006, more than 4,0 thousand citizens were 

trained and 2,9 thousands of them were employed (Program on Notational Employment 

Policy, 2006).

Decision making

As shown in scheme within Committee, there is Decision making Board (Kollegia) which is 

constructed from nine members: Chairman, two deputies and other employees o f the State 

Committee, and head o f Prime-Ministry Office. This Board can be gathered upon necessity 

but not less than one time during quarter o f a year. Board can discuss following issues: 

activity of the State Committee 

budget performance of the State Committee

- results o f revision regarding branch offices

recruitment, rotation and increase qualification o f Committee’s employees 

implementation o f previous decisions.

Nevertheless, there is question why siate-secretary was not included as a permanent member 

of Decision Making Board though one o f the issues which can be discussed is human resource 

recruitment and their training.

In practice, it is thought that mentioned collegial board is merely a formal unit within 

structure o f Committee.
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5.1.4. Resume of comparison

Table 6:

Criteria of comparison Czech
Administration of
Employment
Services

Kyrgyz State 
Committee on 
Migration and 
Employment

Comments

exactly stated 
organizational objectives

Average and one 
policy domain

Average but several 
policy domains

It depends on polity 
context and financial 

capacities of state
organizational capacity Average Low Personnel of Kyrgyz 

Committee are not 
motivated to work properly 

because of low salary
sufficiency and 
sustainability of 

financing

Average Low Financial crisis of Kyrgyz 
State Committee

decision making 
capacity

Average Average

accessibility of 
employment services

Average Low Destiny and coverage of 
Czech network 

employment services are 
better.

complexity and diversity 
of provided services

High Average In Kyrgyzstan, many 
initiatives and active 

employment programmes 
are limited because lack of 

financial recourses.
elements of public -  

private partnership and 
tripartite collective 

bargaining

Average Low There is no permanent 
institutionalized 

cooperation between 
employment services and 

profit and non-profit 
originations

There is brief functional review o f two systems o f Czech and Kyrgyz employment offices.

Table 7:

Functions Czech
Administration of
Employment
Services

Kyrgyz State 
Committee on 
Migration and 
Employment

Comments

Political None Available In comparison, Kyrgyz Committee 
has status equaled ministries

Service
providing

Available Available Passive and active labour market 
policies. Additionally, Kyrgyz State 
Committee is responsible for 
migration policy and refugees issue.

Regulatory None Available Kyrgyz Committee regulates flows of 
foreign labour forces by issuing 
permissions for work. As regards,
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revisions and sanction on labour 
conditions that in both countries, this 
competence of other state bodies.

Function of 
coordination, 
control and 
monitoring

Available Available Both administration of employment 
services has coordination and control 
competences on branch offices 
performance

Function of 
supporting

None Available

5.2. Analysis of employment policy documents

Policy documents refers to formulated and documented political normative preferences, 

desirable ideal aims and objectives which in forms o f laws, brief policies, memorandums or 

action plans o f government (Veselý and Náchmanova, 2005). Nevertheless, it is important to 

mention that all policy documents are in need o f legalization that only Government 

(Parliament, Executive power, courts and in most countries President as well) has sovereignty 

right to issue these obligatory documents. This chapter examines and analyzes action plans in 

order to compare two countries.

5.2.1. Criteria of comparison

To analyze employment plans these are criteria o f evaluation:

- Identification o f actors and their roles o f the policy document

Public Administration’s objectives within o f National Action Plan (NAP)

External influences to NAP 

Existence o f public discussion 

Level o f specificity

Defining responsibilities and ways o f control 

Potential o f implementation 

These criteria encompass formal and content aspects o f policy document.

5.2.2. Czech National Action Employment Plan for 2004 -  2006

Brief description

The purpose o f National Action Employment Plan is to increase competitiveness capabilities 

of companies, qualification-training the employees and employment. National Action 

Employment Plan is approved by Government o f the Czech Republic.

In general national action plan is a mean/tool/instrument of implementation o f the national 

employment policies o f the EU member states.
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In this chapter, the action plan of the Czech Republic is undergone analysis in mid-term time 

perspective till 2006, that reflected reaction to broad or specific recommendations o f member 

states. Action plans o f a certain member state is a basic policy document for elaboration, 

“General Report on Employment within the EU”, which is published by European 

Commission. This is one of the elements o f multi-governance implementation, benchmarking 

and peer-reviewing within EU integration process.

National Action Plan for 2004-2006 years consists from three chapters:

1. Concerns and aim o f national action plan o f employment

2. National Labour Market Policies reflects and reactions to prior directions o f European 

employment strategy and particular recommendations o f EU commission to the Czech 

Republic.

3. Assessment of administration process and partnerships.

Conception of this action plan is grounded on four pillars:

a. Supporting employment.

It includes measures aimed at increasing employability, and its qualification and flexibility in 

response to demands o f labour market.

b. Supporting business activity

This pillar compromises measures directed on whole enhancement conditions for self- 

employment and business activity, improvement o f competition, matching economy on 

macroeconomic level, improvement of conditions for domestic and foreign inventors. 

Measures are coincided to the recommendations o f EU commission that include direct and 

indirect financing from the public budget, reducing tax burden, bank insurance and state 

guarantee.

c. Supporting adjustment capability o f businesses and employees to changes

The aim of measure envisions creating grounds for achieving dynamic and flexible labour 

force market in frame of whole domestic economy. Therefore, these measures are oriented at 

modernizing labour organizations and supporting adaptability o f business and employees.

d. Supporting equal opportunities for all

This pillar o f concept of the action plan is designed for elimination o f any forms of 

discriminations at labour market.

National Employment Action Plan for 2004-2006 is written under the requirements o f other 

policy documents on national and supra -  national levels. There are:

Lisbon strategy (march 2000)

European Employment Strategy (November 1997)
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National Action Plan of Social Inclusion for 2004 -  2006 

Act on Employment (1.10.2004)

Program “První Příležitost” (“First Opportunity”) designed for youth till 25 years old 

with six months o f unemployment evidence.

Program “Nový start” (“New Start”) for unemployed above 25 years old with till 12 

months evidence.

It can be noted that the National Employment Action Plan is an instrument in linkages of 

multi -  level governance dimension: from European Employment Strategy, National Action 

Plan of Social Inclusion, Laws till ope programs and policy measures o f executive bodies for 

certain period o f time.

Identification o f  actors and their roles o f  the policy document

On the base of trends o f employment, each member state needs to prepare or actualize for 

every year its own National Action Plan. Due to these member action plans, EU commission 

annually reporting on employment situation. Later EU commission according to this report 

presents new guidelines o f employment policies. Finally, Commission proposes and Council 

enacts recommendations designed for every member states.(European Commission 2003a)

Public Administration’s objectives within NAP

According to Act on employment the main responsibility for labour market policies 

relies on the Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs o f the Czech Republic and its employment 

services (Act on Employment, 2004). The state is responsible for development o f employment 

policies with participation o f employers and trade unions. State also may be involved or have 

partnerships with other agents, who are active at the labour market, particularly with local and 

regional authorities, professional associations and civil sector organizations devoted to 

vulnerable groups. Additionally, in accordance with terms and rules o f the European 

Employment Strategy and European Social Fund, the state coordinates all activities in 

employment issue.

In order to ensure partnerships at the labour market and fulfill public employment 

policies, there needs to be established counseling offices which compromise all relevant civil 

society organizations, representative associations o f employers and trade unions (M. 

Jabůrková and O.Mátl, 2006). The role o f regional authorities in human source development 

can be concluded by fostering for prosperous business activities, creating labour job
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opportunities, building infrastructures, communications, transport and improving public 

services of region. As regards villages, they may support relevant business activities which 

are important for regional development and in collaboration with other villages endeavor to 

pursue above mentioned objectives. These competencies o f self governments can positively 

and tangibly impact the unemployment problem in the Czech Republic.

First National Action Employment Plan was elaborated in 1998. The Ministry o f Labour and 

Social affairs o f the Czech Republic was trusted for preparation, implementation and 

assessment of this policy document. Then, due to assistance o f British experts, the third 

Nation Action Plan o f Czech Republic was worked out in 2002. Last National Action Plan 

was elaborated in aligns with mid-term cycle perspective for 2004-2006. For elaboration of 

National Action Plan, there was founded a special committee is consisted from representatives 

o f relevant ministers and social partners. The Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs o f the 

Czech Republic was responsible again for this action plan. Therefore, it is important to 

summarize briefly about public administration objectives regarding NAP.

Responsible state body o f public administration for employment policies is the 

Ministry o f Labour and Social Affairs and its employment offices (Act on 

Employment, 2004) with participation of employers and trade unions.

Public employment policy o f the Czech Republic should be aligned with European 

Employment Strategy and conditions o f European Social Fund.

The Ministry o f Labour and Social Affairs ought to cooperate with other agents who 

are active in the labour market: regional and local self-governments, professional 

associations and civil society organizations dealing with disabled individuals.

External influences to NAP

External influences or impacts from environment can be assumed as how many there takes 

part interest groups, lobbing etc take part, and their volume o f influence to policy making 

process. In this respect in the Czech Republic, it is limited. Plans are elaborated like typical 

minister’s documents: responsible body prepares, distributes among other ministers in order 

to get their amendments and conclusions and it is enacted by Government.

In elaboration process o f third action plan in 2002, there was an endeavor to intensify and 

involve interest groups in it. During that time, draft o f national action plan was offered to the 

range of interested persons for revision and presented on the web- page of Ministry o f Labour 

and Social Affairs. Unfortunately, as a result o f this, there were no more than ten
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amendments. There were also organized two workshops in order to consult with public 

interest upon NAP on a regional level but it had not been possible to achieve consensus, so 

the Ministry o f Labour and Social Affairs needed to work out an action plan again (M. 

Jabůrkova and O. Matl 2006). Based upon it can be concluded that:

Space for the external influence with the reviewing o f interest groups to NAP 

regarding its formulation and implementation is limited.

Plans are usually prepared as typical policy documents of public administration.

Existence o f  public discussion

NAP has remained document o f central Government. Representatives o f regional and local 

authorities do not participate in formulation, implementation and monitoring NAP. 

Committee on “reducing unemployment” is formed by deputies of Ministry or heads of 

associations, two representatives o f trade unions and further two organizations of employers 

(MPSV, 2005). Because o f personal and financial constrains, to open NAP for public 

discussion becomes bleak. In addition, as specialists pointed out that on the central level, there 

are not interests in collaboration with regional and local self-governments (M. Jabůrkova and

O. Matl 2006).

Level o f  specificity

Central Government is well aware o f NAP thanks to its preparation and implementation. 

Professional and employer associations and trade unions are also fully informed about NAP 

because they are members o f committee devoted in this issue.

Defining responsibilities and ways o f  control

Defining responsibilities between domestic and European dimensions is one of the main 

issues in the Czech Republic. For instance, employment actions plans are worked out without 

discussion about public budget; in Government decree, it can not find statements concerning 

mandatory or agreed expanses (Sirovátka at all.,2003). Coordination among ministers and 

agencies is very difficult. Lack o f linkages between NAP and National Action Plan o f Social 

Inclusion can be evidenced that even within one ministry barriers in coordination occurred 

(M. Jabůrkova and O. Matl 2006, Potůček 2006). In both documents there are formal links to 

other policy documents.

NAP is not strengthening coordinative activity between regional and local self-governments, 

as they were not mentioned in the NAP (MPSV, 2004a). Taking into account this
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circumstance and inexplicit divisions o f roles, competences and responsibilities among public 

bodies’ impacts o f NAP are not tangible in practice.

Nevertheless, in last amendments to Czech Labour Code, the role o f regional and local 

authorities has been figured out. Although, some regions have already been planning and 

preparing own regional employment strategies. For instance, a region named 

Královéhradecký kraj works out its employment strategy in cooperation with its partners: 

represents o f employers, trade unions, professional associations, education service bodies and 

employment agencies (M. Jabůrkova and O. Matl 2006).

Potential o f  implementation

NAP of the Czech Republic as well as o f other EU members is a list o f activities of 

governmental bodies because this document is very descriptive and vaguely planed. It does 

not reveal measurable results. It may be caused by inexplicit steps o f achieving goals and 

insufficient quantifications o f stated initiatives and policy targets.

Outcome analysis study does not exist. Formal approach to NAP is also influenced by 

insufficient practical usefulness for those who are working in this field. Therefore, it can be 

summarized that NAP is far from solving unemployment problem in regions. According to 

survey some respondents stated that informational value o f NAP is very low (M. Jabůrkova 

and O. Matl 2006).

Based upon above mentioned issues, it can be stated that NAP is material prepared for 

European institutes rather than the tool for solving unemployment in the Czech Republic. 

Hereby are listed following recommendations to enhance effectiveness o f national action 

employment plans:

- to change the way of action plans preparation. It is assumed to open formulation 

processes directed from bottom to up with real involvement for relevant participants

- to use opportunities o f counseling activity o f employment agencies and e - governance 

in exchanging and circulating materials and documents.

5.2.3. Kyrgyz National Programme on Employment Policy till 2010

Brief Description o f  Document

Actual policy document “National Employment Policy of the Kyrgyz Republic till 2010” was 

re-written after tulip revolution on 24lh of March, 2005. Previous approved concept on State 

Employment Policy till 2010 since 15th o f March, 2004 was abolished by new government.
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The causes o f these annulations might be related to changing of the head o f country — the 

President and his promises before election.

Before that, in 1999, the first program on Employment Policy was enacted named after 

“Emgek” (Labour) for 1999 -  2004 but it was not very properly elaborated. Therefore, 

citizens could not see effects o f this program. Unfortunately, this document had declarative 

character (Isakov 2004).

According to media, government declared that employment is one o f the prior tools of 

economic stabilization. Current document is analyzed in following dimensions:

Identification o f  actors o f  the document

In Kyrgyz realities, it is really hard to make statement that institutionalized actors take part in 

the labour market. Nevertheless, in the document it is possible to find calling for participation 

of active actors in the labour market. During communism, especially trade unions played an 

important role in representing interest o f workers co -  called “proletariats”. It can be revealed 

by ex ante analysis that mostly all o f organizations under totalitarian regime were legalized 

and controlled by central mono-communist political party and its propaganda. There were not 

real interest mediation, labour relationship and wage bargaining, social partnership etc. As the 

above-mentioned state enterprises, were dominated by a monopolistic employer and 

controlled from the executive body “politburo” o f communistic party and state committee on 

economic planning of USSR. In Kyrgyzstan is case, it was merely one of the Soviet republics 

and mainly administered from center -  Moscow and even representatives o f state 

administration in Soviet Kyrgyzstan were Russians and other nationalities.

In the light o f current situation, Kyrgyz independent government is not capable to cease brain 

drain of qualified specialists and workers. It is additionally proven that during fifteen years of 

transition, there were not created adequate socio-economic conditions for labour force.

Coming back to raised issue on identification of actors o f analyzing policy document, it is 

important to take in account the mentioned new principles on social partnership, bargaining 

and decision making on tripartite council base, involving civic sector organization for 

employment agenda and there are also considered activation of citizens in fulfillment o f social 

rights for decent work (Act on Employment, 1998; Program on National Employment Policy 

till 2010 of the Kyrgyz Republic, 2006). In practice, all declared good messages o f this 

National Program do not really occur. Many of them, during elaboration o f this policy 

document, were proposed by international agencies and organizations. Therefore, it is 

certainly stated that among active policy actors not only in this employment policy area, but
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also in other policy domains9 these international projects and organizations actively take part. 

For instance, in financing part o f analyzing document there were directly involved these 

organizations, particularly International Labour Organization, UNDP, EC/TACIS project, 

World Bank, Asian Bank of Development and German Community o f Technical Cooperation 

(GTZ).

It is believed that participation o f mentioned non -  domestic actors are due to not only 

‘opened society o f political system’ but it is mainly related to weakness o f Kyrgyz national 

economy and absence of political willingness to build nation-state based on internal resources 

and public interests.

Why do some ideas o f good governance and concepts on plural democracy with social 

oriented market economy seem impossible to apply in Kyrgyzstani realities? Explanations can 

be found in socio-cultural and historical context. Otherwise, in our opinion, it is impossible to 

give scientific explanations based on quantitative measures and data analysis. At least it 

would be weak correlation or incomplete explanation o f raised issue on new institutions 

failure. Therefore, social sciences endeavor to offer other more broad paradigms and 

perspectives to find explanations. In history o f Kyrgyzstan there was not a capitalistic way of 

economic development and political culture based on statehood. Kyrgyz nation is aware of 

living under the totalitarian state system. Inhabitants o f current territorial occupation lived as 

nomads during thousand years before communism era. Nomadic tribes’ way of life is not able 

to reproduce elements o f statehood because of casual changing o f places (Baktygulov, 2000) 

determined by seasons of year. It is known that a state can be built merely on cities, villages 

or on places o f permanent living with bounded territorial borders and many other factors like 

single regime o f governance, literacy and trade.

The role and objectives o f  State Administration

In Program on National Employment Policy till 2010, there is emphasized the role o f State 

Committee on Migration and Employment which is responsible for implementation program 

and plans of program activities. As above mentioned, this Committee has 56 deconcentrated 

network o f employment services which function in closer contact with poor families and other 

social risk groups.

In this document Kyrgyz government declared and planned to actively involve the wide range 

of relevant participants: ministers and agencies, trade unions, associations o f employers, 

NGOs, business-structures and international organizations.

9 For instance, in reforms o f police and rule o f  law, water supply and sanitation, health care system etc.
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To entirely ensure implementation, monitoring and evaluation o f the program, there was 

established Governance Group o f Program which is constituted from following organizations 

and actors:

The State Committee on Migration and Employment;

Ministry o f Economy and Finance;

Ministry o f Labour and Social Protection;

- Trade unions;

Associations of production producers and confederation of employers

- Experts o f various fields;

Interested lobbying groups o f disabled, women and others.

Nevertheless, there are not procedures o f working, mechanisms o f interrelations and 

cooperation among above named organizations. Although, in a timetable o f the program, it 

was indicated establishing this inter-ministerial group, practical realization main and pilot 

projects and elaboration on detailed activities o f the program in short-term objectives for 

2006-2008.

Mid-term objectives cover further 2008-2010 period o f program which are not formulated 

implicitly. There are initiatives for annual review and adjustments to environmental changing 

and results o f program implementation, and intentions to strengthen tripartite cooperation on 

job creation issue.

What regards long-term objectives, in the program they are not elaborated in detail. In plans 

of the State Committee on Migration and Employment, it was implied that international donor 

organizations, in particular EC/TACIS will provide assistance in elaborations o f long-term 

action plans.

In this respect, it can be concluded that Kyrgyz government is fate relies on foreign actor’s 

and its responsibilities on internal national employment policy. Government does not have 

enough governance capabilities to cope properly unemployment challenges. Even at policy 

document elaboration stage, there is evidence that government can not manage independently 

this analytical part of employment policy.

External Influence and Existence o f  Public Discussion

The Program on National Employment till 2010 is an ordinary document o f central 

government which was prepared within ministries and agencies with participation of 

international donors and organizations. There is no evidence except declarations that in period
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of policy making it would be opportunity for public discussion. Public space is much limited 

in order to make amendments.

Level o f  specificity

According to enclosed plan o f activities there are many other activities related to whole 

economic development, especially prior branches (mining, hydroelectricity, agriculture, 

construction, tourism etc.) that are not directly concerned with improving employability and 

increasing the rate o f employment. Nevertheless, it can be noted that plan o f actions was 

much better elaborated than previous version o f National Employment Policy Program in 

terms of defining objectives and competence divisions among ministries, agencies and local 

state administration. In part o f finance o f the program many activities relied on funding by 

intentional projects, donors and grants (ILO, UNDP, WB, ABD etc.).

One of the shortcomings of the plan, is that here is no the role and objectives o f local self- 

governments in national employment policy implementation, though it is important element 

tacking effectiveness in practice. Unfortunately, the real devolution of power in Kyrgyzstan is 

on cities and villages levels. The higher levels (regional and districts) are still on the hand of 

state administration, whose participation in program implementation are minimum, 

particularly only in information gathering about regions. This is the next explanation to the 

question why they are passive in employment policy - because these levels are continuance of 

state administration on localities.

Plan of activities highlights strengthening tripartite council institute which makes 

transparency decision making process and unites all relevant social partners upon employment 

issue. Responsible state body for implementation of this objective is the Ministry o f Labour 

and Social Protection although there are not specific mechanisms to fulfill this task.

In addition, there are issues about providing informational, consulting services for social 

groups10 and public relation campaigns, but it is believed that many of them could be catered 

through outsourcing and contracting with sub providers. Activities on program realization are 

planned for 2006-2007 that cover only part o f period how it is indicated in the name o f 

program.

Honestly speaking, this document has remained internal formal paper of central government, 

partly prepared by international projects, which play an important role in public policy 

making of Kyrgyzstan. It is known that is due to enormous public total debt.

10 There are unemployed, women, youth and labour migrants in Russia and Republic o f Kazakhstan.
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Defining responsibilities and ways o f  control

Few agreements exist over how to define and measure performance in nonprofits because o f 

their vague goals, multiple constituencies, and the uncertain relationship between service 

activities and outcomes. Therefore, it tends to thought that it is quite tight to measure public 

policy objectives by quantitative indicators. Nevertheless, there is knowledge-based 

perspective which emphasizes on acquiring and giving scientific explanations for humankind 

activities, including public policies through sophisticated models and conceptual frameworks. 

According to program responsible for employment policy is the State Committee on 

Migration and Employment that is obliged to prepare evaluation reports with 

recommendations upon status o f program implementation for Government, Prime -  Minister. 

But it is very strange that this activity will be financed by International Labour Organization. 

Additionally, monitoring and evaluation activities which should be conducted by Governance 

Group o f Program are mentioned. Unfortunately, there are no detailed mechanisms and 

methods o f control because establishing Governance Group and all its organizational issues 

were not settled.

Potential o f  implementation

There is a skeptic view on complete implementation o f program caused by following reasons. 

Firstly, based upon previous low effects o f the program on National Employment Policy 

“Emgek” (Labour) for 1999-2004, it is hardly to believe that next is only a declarative 

document. Secondly, last 2-3 years Kyrgyzstan is undergoing political instability and an 

economic slow down. These factors have decreased chances o f implementation o f the 

program. Thirdly, the nature o f program presents more intentions than practical measurable 

tools oriented to solve unemployment. Although, except active employment programs, there 

are stressed individual plans, career centers, projects for youth job cheque, job clubs and 

incentive projects for self — employment, small and mid -  scale business “integrated 

investments and paid public affairs” etc. Above -  named initiatives might not be implemented 

because there are no control indicators and measures.

5.2.4. Resume of comparison

As above analyzed, the Czech National Action Plan and the Kyrgyz Program on National 

Employment Policy, there is lack o f linkage with local self-government in employment policy 

implementation. In both countries there is absence of implicit power divisions between 

national, regional and local levels o f authority. It might be explained that is caused due to 

strategic governance view in employment issue.
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Czech labour market can be seen as a more or less flexible in terms o f equal opportunity and 

labour mobility because under the EU commission’s requirements and enormous resources 

devoted to these issues. Within EU employment policy is tackling on more sophisticated 

grounds intended to convenience - European Social Model. The European Employment 

Strategy (EES) and other supranational policy documents conclude following principles 

subsidiary, peer-vie wing, benchmarking and open method o f coordination.

Nevertheless, our analysis revealed that capacities o f the Czech action plan and employment 

agencies are not much accompanied to employability model o f labour market. Most o f active 

and passive programs aimed at reducing employment but there are no inspirations of 

regulation o f labour market.

Kyrgyzstani employment policies are under worst conditions. This is explained by range of 

reasons. In whole political system o f the Kyrgyz Republic, there is lack of strategic vision of 

public policy making and insufficient capacities (financial, organizational and personnel) of 

public administration, particularly State Committee o f Employment and Migration can not 

allow to expand active employment programs on the one hand. On other hand there is this 

situation might be explained in socio-cultural context which was mentioned in the above 

chapters.

This is at least can be looked through differences, the Czech Republic being one of the 

member -  state o f the EU has the opportunity to compare its own national employment policy 

to others members which is tabled in action plan. It creates competitive atmosphere to closely 

tackle unemployment issue. In addition, Brussels gives incentive to member -states by 

releasing annual reports and using sources from the European Social Fund. Nevertheless, it 

may create precedent to prepare National Action Plans by member-state merely for EU 

commission to fulfill taken responsibilities. The Czech National Action Plan was needed to be 

sent to EU commission till October, 2004 (tizková správa, MPSV ČR, 2004).

Underneath table compares two policy documents on employment policies o f the Czech 

Republic and Kyrgyzstan.

Table 8: Comparison of employment policy documents

Characteristics/
Criteria

Name of Employment Policy document

Comments

Czech Republic Kyrgyz Republic

National Action 
Plan for 2004-2006

Program on 
National 

Employment Policy 
of Population till 

2010
Date of issue 01.01.2004 17.08.2006 Both dates are late to start 

implementation.
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Duration

2 years 4 years

Duration is not limited by 
acts or policy culture. 
Although within the EU, 
most NAPs are elaborated 
for 1 year.

Existence of
supranational
document

Available none

International Union, 
particularly in Central 
Asian region is not 
developed like EU. 
Therefore, Kyrgyzstan 
does not at a supra 
national level.

Participation of 
International Donors 
and Projects None average

As above mentioned, 
Kyrgyz policy makers rely 
on assistance of 
International agencies and 
donors. (ILO, EU/TACIS, 
UNDP, WB and ADB)

Level of Public 
Discussion Low none

It partly depends on means 
of commutation 
developments (internet 
and media)

Existence of enclosed 
plan of activities and 
level of specificity

None and low available and 
average

Defining
responsibilities and 
ways of control

Low and 
complicated Low and complicated

Potential of 
implementation Low Low

This table can be easily argued but they are just attempts to depict comparisons o f two 

national employment policy documents in order to understand properly.

5.3. Financing labour market policies

Expanses of employment policies depend on three main factors: extent and objects of 

unemployment, selected instruments o f policy and financial capacity of state.

5.3.1. Czech system of funding

Employment policies are financed by public budget. Since 1993 it is withdrawn from the 

special statement -  Fund o f Social Insurance. Previously, it thought about establishing the 

Fund of Employment which would be governed based on tripartite collective bargaining 

principles.
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Nowadays, unemployment insurance payments flow to public budget, particularly to the Fund 

of Social Insurance. It obviously causes problem in financing because this integrated Fund of 

Social Insurance is obliged to cover other insurance schemes (pension, sickness, maternity 

and state social support) thus this collected amount o f unemployment insurance payments are 

used in other targets. Consequently, it complicates in sufficiently funding of active 

employment policies programmes.

Act on Insurance for Social Protection # 589/1992 stated that the system of financing is based 

on insurance payments. Employees pay through employer 0.4 %, employers deduct 3.2% 

from salary fund and self-employed pay full sum of insurance 3.6 %.

In any case, firstly it is believed that Czech economic development can overcome this burden. 

Secondly, Czech employment policies can be also financed from the EU Social Fund meaning 

that it is a good message for regional employment policy makers.

Table 9: Expenses for passive and active employment policies as the percentage of all expenses on 

employment policy, Czech Republic, 1991 -  2004

Year 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004
ALMP

% 31 55 35 28 26 21 14 18 25 37 43 44 N/A 34

PLMP
% 69 45 65 72 74 79 86 82 75 63 57 56 N/A 66

Source: Potůček (2007)
Abbreviation: ALMP -  active labour market policies, PLMP -  passive labour market policies.

As shown in table, financing has been fluctuating between passive and active programs during 

past 14 years. It is supposed that these fluctuations depend upon government policy priorities 

and social policy doctrines.

Kyrgyz system of funding

According to legislative base o f Kyrgyzstan, following sources o f financing are defined: 1) 

mandatory deductions from employers from salary fund; 2) mandatory deductions from 

employees; 3) state budget; 4) voluntary charities and other revenues.

Fund of Employment was found in 1991 by Government. Until November o f 1993, this Fund 

was an independent financial structure o f state budget system and finance was on hands o f the 

State Service on Employment. Nevertheless, since 1993, Fund o f Employment has been
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integral part o f newly established Social Fund. Social11 Fund has equal status like ministries 

with full competencies and right to issue legal norms under the Acts o f the Kyrgyz Republic. 

From that moment, after Fund of Employment joined the Social Fund, financing employment 

policies have become substantially complicated. As a result, there is constant insufficient 

funding of some employment programmes.

Financial crisis of the system can be found in the nature o f financial redistribution. To most 

significant o f them, there are:

Fund o f Employment is financed only on insurance payments o f employers. In spite of 

that in Acts are stated other financing sources. In practice, main sources o f funding are 

insurance contributions from employers, especially in economic crisis period; it 

covered up to 90 % of expenses o f employment policies expenses. In comparison, 

important legal mechanism as insurance deduction from employees was not used. 

Absence of state control on following financial discipline by employers because 

studies revealed that real rate o f deduction was always lower than it was stated in Act. 

Unrealistic plans on collecting for the Fund of Employment and Training. At the end 

of 1990, planning on revenue part o f Fund was not changed in comparison with 1992- 

1993 years, when there was absence o f differences between fixed and paid salaries. 

Plans artificially increased because they consisted with sense that all enterprises had 

sustainable work that supported stable employment rate in full working time and in 

time paid salaries. It means that many plans o f that time were prepared without 

economic calculations.

Absence o f criteria for all regions in distribution o f the centralized part o f Fund. It 

expressed in ad -  hoc decisions o f financing expenditures.

All functions of financial performance and controls are concentrated in the hands of 

the Social Fund.

Furthermore, many policy decisions are made without ideological proofs and justifications, 

parliament (Jogorku Kenesh) decided to reduce the rate o f insurance from 1,5 % to 0,5 % 

which was deducted from employers (Koichuev, 2003). This decision finally worsened 

financial situation o f Employment Fund additionally. It is explained that among politicians 

there was the opinion about unemployment problem in the Kyrgyz Republic that it was not 

such a crucial problem and it did not belong to range o f hot social issues. Furthermore, by 

1997 the Employment Fund had seemed financially sustainable in the views of officials and

11 This Social Fund is engaged for collecting tax deductions o f  state pension scheme which is 8 % from salary. 
Additionally, 2 % mandatory medical insurance is also collected in this Fund.
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mostly members o f parliament. Additionally, it did not take into account the real scale of 

unemployment which notably prevailed than the officially registered unemployment rate.

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005
Employment Fund (in mil.
soms)

145,7 153,5 118,9 115,7 145,7 114,8

Active Employment Policies 
(in %)

35% 34,9% 33,9% 40,6% 49,2% 31,1%

Passive Employment Policies 
(in %)

50,4% 42,3% 41,2% 38,8% 34,5% 29,4%

GDP (mil. soms) 62203,3% 73889,7 83420,8 87398,8 94078,4 100115,5
Employment Fund in % to 
GDP

0,23% 0,208% 0,143% 0,132% 0,155 0,14%

Source: the Ministry of Labour and Social Protection of t íe Kyrgyz Republic

The above is unusual calculated data upon the volume of allocated finance between passive 

and active policies because their sum is not equal to hundred percent. Nevertheless, this is 

officially used data in the National programme on Employment Policies till 2010 which was 

provided by the Ministry o f Labour and Social Protection.

According to last amends to the Act on Employment, Government is going to increase amount 

of recipients o f unemployment benefits up to 20-30% by 2008.

5.3.2. Resume of comparison

These schemes o f funding are not divergent from international experience. In most countries 

as well as in the Czech Republic, unemployment benefits and active programmes are financed 

by deductions from salary regardless if  the employer or employee pays. Deductions from 

salary obviously have one shortcoming that they are diminishing in period of increasing 

unemployment. In that time, the necessity o f maintaining employment is high. Advantage of 

deductions from salary is the easy way o f collecting and allocating. Beyond national tax 

systems, there is voluntary unemployment insurance. Trade unions and enterprise groups 

organize programmes on insurance fees.

In Sweden, this voluntary unemployment insurance cover most employees and it is 

collected by local branches o f trade unions together with membership fees; in Finland 

these funds are used for financing supplementary revenues in form o f investments.

In both the Czech and the Kyrgyz republics, main problem of their financing stems from the 

integrated principle o f financing which can be abused. Czech system of funding is based on 

Insurance Fund, while Kyrgyz employment policies are financed from Social Fund.
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Nevertheless, Czech system of financing is better because o f relatively ‘systematic’ approach 

in revenue and expenditure financial planning. Secondly, there are political parities’ doctrines, 

and policy programs that wining party in governmental coalition enable to ensure policies 

with political support.

To the attention of the reader, there is presented comparison table o f funding schemes of 

selected two post-communists countries.

Table 9: Comparison of financing systems

Principle of financing
Czech

Republic
Kyrgyz

Republic Comments

Structure (organization) of 
financing

Integrated
(Insurance

Fund)

Integrated 
(Social Fund)

Kyrgyz Social Fund is public 
body. In comparison, Czech 
Fund o f Insurance is one of 
virtually embedded public 

budget statements

Public budget by the 2005 
(in USD, thousands) 769,5 275,8

Calculated according to 
average rate o f national 
currencies toward USD

Insurance contribution in % 3,5% 1%
employer’s sharing in % 3,1% 0,5%
employee’s sharing in % 0,4% 0,5%

Ratio o f employment policy 
funding to GDP

0,4 % 0,14%

Source: Statistic Offices of the Czech Republic and Kyrgyzstan, Potůček (2007), Act on State Social 
Insurance of the Kyrgyz Republic (2004), Ministry of Labour and Social Protections of Kyrgyz, 
National Program on Employment Policy of the Kyrgyz Republic till 2010.

In the Kyrgyz Republic, 1 % rate o f insurance for the Fund o f Employment is differentiated 

by types o f employment. For instance, for self-employment, family based -  farmers and other 

kind of individual businesses (no more than 10 members) with participation o f disabled 

persons can pay only part of social insurance package or they can be fully waved from 

payments for employment insurance. And annually Kyrgyz parliament enacts the insurance 

rates for above mentioned categories, especially for family based-farmers and agricultural 

small -  scale enterprises. This case is due to “lobby or electorate interests” o f rural population 

because

65 % of inhabitants live in villages. But 1 % insurance is constant payment for hired 

employees and employers. Actually, 0,5% unemployment insurance from salary is mostly 

nothing.

As shown in the table, public budget subsidizes for employment policies are three times less 

than Czech Republic. Furthermore, if  there takes in account the scale o f unemployment,
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discrepancy in funding between two countries, softly speaking would be incomparable. In 

conclusion, employment policies in Kyrgyzstan are under the dramatic financial constrains 

that it seems unrealistic to implement any kind o f action plans. Therefore, Kyrgyz government 

often repeats in policy documents about international assistance, respectively credits and 

grants from foreign agencies and organizations. Although thanks to internal natural resources 

and human capital it could be governed without participation o f international assistance.

In the next chapter, it is possible to look at how financial resources between passive and 

active labour market policies are allocated.

6. Labour market policies of the Czech Republic and Kyrgyzstan

6.1. Criteria of comparison

Here are examined passive and active employment policies o f both countries that are 

understood as ‘output’ o f above analyzed institutional bases, particularly employment 

services, employment action plans and funding systems. This chapter is aimed at explaining 

following questions how policy initiatives are aligned and what are their main factors of 

them? What are results o f employment policies during past decade o f both countries?

6.2. Czech employment policy and evaluation its passive and active programmes

Institutional and conceptual frames of national employment policies in the Czech Republic 

were determined during 1990-1992. Basics o f employment policy strategy and active role of 

the state in labour market policies making were stated in the Employment Act No. 9/1991 

Col. In addition, next Act upon Public Negotiations stated aims o f employment policies which 

targeted to pursue full employment, productivity and freedom of choosing profession. 

(Potůček 1998)

Passive Employment Policies

A major instrument o f what is termed the passive employment policy is the assessment and 

payment o f unemployment benefits. Up until 31 December 1991, unemployment benefit was 

paid for 12 months at a rate o f 90% of earnings for the following six months. Since 1992, the 

conditions o f unemployment benefits have become more stringent -  60% of earning are 

cashed for three months and 50% of earning for next tree months. The sum does not exceed a 

defined ceiling. This is currently set at 1.5 times o f the official living minimum. An 

unemployed person who has joined re-qualification programme can claim up 70% of his or 

her former earnings over the whole period of re-qualification, at a maximum of 1.8 times the 

living minimum. In the forth quarter o f 1996 the average monthly unemployment benefit was
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CZK 2,306 (approximately 85 USD). After six months the claim to unemployment benefit 

ceases and, if  the job-seeker is still not able to find work, he or she is referred to state social 

support, paid at the rate o f minimum subsistence level.

Unemployment benefit can be claimed by citizens who have been working for at least 12 

months in the course o f the past 3 years with the exception o f students, fully handicapped 

persons, partially handicapped persons preparing for employment in protected workshops, 

soldiers, state employees, persons caring for children for up to 3 years or for handicapped 

relatives or partially handicapped relatives over 80 years o f age.

Active Employment Policies

From the active employment policy point o f view, 1992 was a successful year whereby, with 

the aid o f the Labour Offices, more than 82 000 new jobs were created with more than a 

thousand places for the handicapped, 25 00 places for community work, and 14 600 job

seekers who had completed requalification. The active employment policy in 1992 affected 

92% of the total number o f unemployed.

After the June 1992 elections the new government’s emphasis was on an active policy, 

weakened. In 1993, the active employment policy helped only approximately 44 00 people 

which is a little over 24 % of the unemployed. The proportion between the active and passive 

employment policy has, in fact, developed to the disadvantage o f the former -  most money 

has been spent on the payment o f unemployment benefits (46 % in 1992, 65 % 1993, 79 % in 

1996). The finances allocated to the active employment policy have been directed towards 

setting up new jobs, towards supporting community work, specialist practical experience for 

school -  leavers, requalification, and towards protected workshops for the handicapped. A 

more significant initiative has been the shifts in emphasis to aid regions with the highest rates 

of unemployment, to where state finances were directed in 1994 for special development 

investments -  mainly to subsidize the transport and telecommunications infrastructure. In 

1996 almost 10 000 jobs were created for community work, over 12 000 job -  seekers 

completed requalification, and 3 600 places to serve socially useful were set up.

Finance for the employment policy continue to be allocated form the state budget, even 

through since 1993 they have technically been drawn from a special entry o f the social 

insurance fund, which is financed by the contributions o f employers, employees and the state 

(on behalf o f the economically inactive).

Policy course, preferences and values were changed with the arrival o f the new government. 

They emphasized again on active employment policies. Social -  democratic government 

began to take more responsibilities o f solving unemployment which was underpinned by
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Luxemburg Summit in 1997 whereas stated as main targets o f European Employment 

Strategy.

At this moment, many registered employed applicants are enrolled within active employment 

policy which rates 25,3 % of employment, in comparison with 1997 when in active programs 

participated only 11,3 %.

In 2000, there were adopted amendments to Labour Code and Act on Employment 

which aimed to coincide with EU legislative requirements. These legislative innovations 

assumed following initiatives: investment and tax relief, supporting industrial zones, 

orientation for public jobs etc.

6.3. Kyrgyz employment policy and evaluation of its passive and active programs

Passive Employment Policies

By the 01.11.2006 amount o f unemployment benefit recipients counted 5,9 thousand people 

(22,5% less than the same period o f 2005). During period o f January -  October 2006, 

11 thousand individuals were enrolled for unemployment benefits (3 thousand recipients more 

than the same period o f 2005). It relates to new amends on Act on Employment from 2004 in 

which introduced new rules o f registration as an unemployed towards rural population who 

has lands. As a result o f that, to the employed population were added farmers, families and 

their members who received agricultural lands no less than o f 0,05 ha were seen as employed 

(source: the State Committee on Migration and Employment o f the Kyrgyz Republic). 

According to Act on Employment, insurance unemployment benefits cover 75% of earnings 

during 3 first months o f unemployment, 60 % next three months and 45 % of earnings is 

covered by benefits left 6 months. This is gradual system of payment strengthening of 

stimulation function of benefits.

Financial constrains o f Sate Employment Fund caused not only passive employment policies 

but also a whole o f active employment programs including maintain once of employment 

offices. This situation was linked with dramatic economic crisis (industrial production 

decreasing, deterioration of the financial status o f enterprises, widespread practice on non

payment and barter relations, increasing unemployment rate, devaluation o f the earnings of 

population, strengthening disparities of regions etc.) and wrong policy decisions.

Thus, time for incremental reforms o f system of funding is lost. As a result of 

uncontrolled spending resources o f Employment Fund, the financial mechanism of 

employment security was fully undermined (Isakov 2005).
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Financial crisis distinctly showed inefficiency o f the system of material maintenance of 

unemployed. As far as increasing rate and duration o f unemployment system ceased to carry 

out the main function -  supporting socially acceptable living standards of the unemployed that 

is allowing concentration on job seeking.

Following tendencies are evidence o f mentioned crisis:

reduction of level coverage by unemployment benefits from 60 % in 1997 to 20 % in 2000 

and 12,3 % in 2003

increasing number o f unemployed who receive benefits lower than minimum living 

standards that can not even provide reproduction labour force with the lowest 

qualification. Approximately half o f unemployed individuals receive the minimum 

benefits which are during the long time composed of only 30 % o f consumption, 

duration o f delay with payment of unemployment benefits reached in some regions 

several years which breaks down the Act on Employment.

Hence, after reforms, state employment policy was not oriented to unemployment relief 

regions and in the whole country, there was solving financial problem of Employment Fund 

by reducing numbers o f unemployed.

In 2005, only 15,2% from the total registered unemployed received unemployment cash 

benefits in amount o f from 205 till 750 soms12 (37 soms equals 1 USD) per month.

a. Active Employment Policies 

In the mid 1990’s there were probated and introduced new package o f active employment 

programs which was aligned to labour market policies o f developed countries. These are: job 

creation and safety; qualification trainings; professional orientation; public jobs; special target 

programs for vulnerable groups o f unemployed.

Not only annually financial cutbacks which caused whole economic recession but also due to 

uniting financial sources of functionally varied passive and active employment programs 

more deteriorated financing status o f active employment policies.

Only between 1997 and 2003 expenditures diminished four times, which negatively impacted 

quality o f programs. Although these financial cutbacks were made to eliminate less effective 

programs, particularly job creation and job place protection programs. It seemed some 

enhancements in structure o f active employment policies. Previously till 2000, active 

employment policies shared appropriately only 45% of the State Employment Fund whole

12 Kyrgyz money currency
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expenditures. Later, active programs were retrenched till 30% of whole expenditures. 

Employment priorities were shifted to re-training and public jobs programs. It allowed 

keeping relative financial stability but it was not for long time.

These financial problems fostered the decentralization o f power that active employment 

policies were granted to responsibilities o f regions. Many positive attributes o f effective 

employment policy, particularly profession orientation services; psychological supporting and 

rehabilitation long-term unemployed gradually abolished. To keep them, there needed to 

improve interregional relationships which was not supported by central government.

There were not transparent and explicit criteria o f subsidizing active employment policies for 

regions that strengthened discrepancies among them. Study on programs revealed that are 

oriented to minimize expenditures which held began from the mid o f 1990’s by reducing 

registered unemployment. It was barrier to launch persuasive active employment policies. 

Decreasing cash unemployment benefits evokes to strengthening criteria o f unemployment 

registration. Consequently, it is automatically declining coverage o f active employment 

programs which enroll only registered unemployment. Increasing cash unemployment 

benefits also causes diminishing coverage o f active programs and quality of programs 

declines. Therefore, state impacts on labour market are weakening.

In 2000, the World Bank commissioned a review of active labour market policies in 

Kyrgyzstan. The purpose o f the study was to make an assessment o f existing programs and 

make recommendations on which programs should be continued, reformed or cancelled. The 

following results emerged from this study:

1. Training and re-training programs, targeted on the registered unemployed, have a 

moderate quality and moderate costs. These programs need to be much more demand driven 

in order to better match the needs o f the market. The cost-effectiveness o f these programs 

could be improved, in which case it would be desirable to increase the resources spent on 

them at the expense o f other programs at that low rate o f return.

2. Public works are usually targeted on the unemployed who do not receive 

unemployment benefits, and social vulnerable individuals like the long-term unemployed, 

some groups of the disabled and former prisoners. These programs turned out to have a low 

quality and low cost. It was recommended to improve the monitoring o f these programs, and 

to rely on local or international NGOs for their implementation.

3. Self-employment programs let to disappointing results, they tended to have moderate 

quality but a high cost. To be cost-effective, these programs usually need to be targeted on
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those individuals with the high chance o f success and can not cover a wide range o f the 

unemployed. It was recommended to reduce such activities and reorganize them.

4. Micro-credit programs were targeted on registered unemployed living in rural or remote 

areas and in small towns. They had a very low rate o f return and were among the most 

expensive programs. To be more cost-effective these programs would need to be handed over 

to agencies specialized in micro credits and not ran by the employment services. Rigorous 

evaluation of these programs would need to be undertaken as to decide whether they should 

be continued.

During January -  October period, 2006 micro credits was granted to 840 unemployed in the 

amount of 13966 thousands soms. 17, 4 thousand individuals participated in paid public 

temporary job programs. (Source: The State Committee on Migration and Employment of the 

Kyrgyz republic, 2007).

5. Employment promotion companies had a high cost but were also among the most 

effective programs. These companies act as local NGOs and received funding to implement 

public work programs and those and other active labour market programs. It was 

recommended to give more flexibility to local employment services to develop projects with 

these companies, and rely more on the latter for the implementation o f public work programs.

6. Job placement activities such as youth brokerage, job clubs, and job cheque, had in 

general the lowest relative cost and the highest rate o f return among all active programs. 

These programs would need to be expanded and regularly monitored as to allow continuous 

improvement. (World Bank, 2000)

6.4. Resume of comparison, and inspiration of experiences.

Currently, implementing employment policies in the Kyrgyz Republic can be identified as a 

simplified version of liberal model13 with much limited funding in general and active 

employment programmes, in particular. Reforming o f national economy held towards 

deregulation o f labour market: system of centralized redistribution of labour resources and 

single table of salary tariffs were rejected as inefficiency. Additionally, new public budgeting 

could not cover previous volume of social welfare expenditures.

Transit crisis had serious impact to evolution o f Kyrgyz labour market. In this respect, it 

needs to stress about sharply reduced demand on labour force which was due to liberalization 

of economy and reducing number o f state -  owner enterprises, ceasing o f economic relations

13 Please, see the Appendix 1 there is shown criteria o f liberal concept o f labour market policies.
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which were integrated in one economic system of Soviet Union, changed prices on goods and 

services including production factors etc. Kyrgyzstan is faced with the necessity o f huge scale 

resource distribution including labour force.

As a result o f reforms would be emerged labour resources responding to new realities of 

market economy. It was expected that main advantages o f competitive labour market could be 

high mobility o f labour force (horizontally and vertically), effective system of salary payment 

and increasing productivity o f labour force. Nevertheless, results o f past decade reforms are 

well - known with high unemployment rate, structural misbalancing o f labour market in 

industries o f economy, and also in professional and territorial dimensions. A consequence of 

this situation is emerged deficit o f specialists in new fields o f economy and overloaded 

specialists o f traditional industries o f economy. There is tremendous misbalance in the salary 

which is depends on the fields o f economy. There were not prerequisites o f above mentioned 

liberal model and it could not be implemented completely in this short time. Instead o f this, 

enormous rate o f precarious unemployment is evidencing the low economic motivation 

because many o f them hopelessness losers (Kolev 2005).

Based upon this, perhaps, self -  regulatory labour market is impossible in Kyrgyztani realities 

at least in the upcoming ten years.

The role of state in labour market regulation is limited. In Kyrgyzstan, there is neither 

elaborated one economic vision for whole country nor the role o f state in it. Explanation is 

supposed that during past years o f independence in Kyrgyz political system, political parties 

have no been fully formatted for parliament elections and consequently for public policy 

decision making. Political parties could show political spectrum of development vision 

articulated in programs and other policy documents. Therefore, enacted legal acts and 

documents present compromises between diametrically contradictory concepts that it does not 

allow to create legal base on labour market. Control function o f the state is not implemented 

because bureaucratic system is contradictory14 towards economic subjects that sharply 

decrease efficiency o f performance.

Influence or intervention to labour market through manipulation rates of taxation and public 

expenses is not effective because Kyrgyzstan has interrelated two barriers: avoidance o f tax 

payment and budget deficit. First problem is tightly related to mistrustful attitude to state 

bodies. Budget deficit can be result o f low tax disciplinary o f payers and public debt. One of

14 There are mainly can be fiscal state bodies which is pressuring on business by enormous taxation burden and 
corrupt system.
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reasons of the inadequate economic situation, there can be assumed non -  approved high 

expectation from privatization process.

These negative trends took place because they were determined by difficulties o f transition 

period and new issue likes ‘unemployment’ for society which lived under communism more 

than seventy years. Kyrgyzstan had to solve at the time many socio -  economic problems. 

Anyway, government capacity was too weak because in public administration there did not 

occur new administrative managers and political elite recruitment. The introduced model of 

“shock therapy” was implemented in the worst version. Due to lack o f time and sophisticated 

institutional reforms Kyrgyz employment policy suffered from institutional vacuum. Soviet 

institutions heritage could not function effectively in new market economy ground without 

serious reforms but it did not require fully elimination. It is spoken about discipline and status 

of civil servants, at least. New democratic structure and institutions also were not well -  

developed. This situation evoked legal nihilism of employers, breaking down o f labour and 

social security system, wide spearing precarious relations in employment, increasing income 

gap among social stratus and emerging poverty.

Czech employment policies, in regards, are closer to institutional type o f labour market 
regulation.
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Research findings and conclusions

1. Current thesis revealed comparative analysis o f two post-communist countries in 

labour market policies based upon policy process theoretical framework. There is 

proofed the active role o f state in labour market because this kind of market broadly 

and profoundly can concern social issues o f citizens. Employment policies were 

examined in view of new concept o f network policy study and its organizational state 

perspective that it is not possible to entirely apply in transit countries cases. This 

statement related to understanding that many engaged institutions or organizations are 

not enough well-developed in order to be one subject o f policy network relations and 

analysis.

2. There are compared institutional backgrounds dedicated to solve unemployment social 

problem of the Czech Republic and Kyrgyzstan in term of three institutions o f national 

labour market policies system: public employment services, action plans and funding 

schemes. One o f the main our research findings is that Kyrgyzstani labour market 

policies have disadvantages in some specific issues in comparison with the Czech 

Republic. In this respect it is possible to obtain inspirations from the Czech experience 

for enhancement o f the Kyrgyz employment policies. There are following suggestions: 

to raise autonomy status and strengthening financing o f the Statistic office o f 

Kyrgyzstan so that to make this organization more independent from ‘populism or 

manipulations of government regimes’. Without representative data on labor market, 

employment, unemployment and other important indicators, it seems hard to create 

comprehensive system of employment policies;

to increase funding o f public employment and migration services, improve their 

network branches to enrich complexity and to enhance accessibility o f active program 

services. It can be possible by extending and increasing the rate o f unemployment 

insurance according to 3:1 principle o f contributive sharing between employer and 

employee. It implies increasing rate o f insurance till 3,5 % likes in the Czech Republic 

and dividing according to above mentioned scheme.

- to separate the Fund of employment and training from the integrated structure of 

Social Fund and embedded special statement in public budget. In future Fund of 

employment and training is need of programming of its expenditures and revenues for 

mid-term period o f time. This recommendation ensures stable development of 

embedded palliative and active programs according to national action plan.
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3. On other side Czech Republic could take in account Kyrgyz experience in 

organization arrangement o f policy domains. It is assumed that labour policies can be 

integrated with migration policy and refugee’s issues. Because these policy domains 

are closely interrelated to each other and could be concentrated on competences o f one 

relatively autonomous public organization with sub-divisional structures. It can 

obviously enrich and increase effectiveness o f labour market policies because 

governance o f internal and external migration is supplementary spectrum of 

opportunities to solve unemployment. Certainly, there is necessary to take in 

consideration national context o f raised issue in reorganization o f public 

administration bodies. For instance, in Kyrgyzstan labour migration is known as a key 

issue because more than 800 thousand citizens immigrated including as ‘secondary’ 

and such high qualified labour force mainly to Russian and other overseas countries 

during last 10-12 years. The Kyrgyz State Committee on Migration and Employment 

endeavor to tackle this issue through opening branch offices in some regions of 

Russian Federation to provide law protection and support them. Nevertheless, these 

measures do not solve the root o f problem which is laid on economic reforms and 

development in country. To create new job places, there is need of investments to 

economy but unfortunately, because o f political instability and lack o f legislative on 

foreign capital protection and guarantees, this perspective looks practically hard to 

realize it.

4. to start real function o f tripartite board which is mentioned in Act on Employment of 

Kyrgyz Republic. It requires activation trade unions in order to present interests of 

employees which would finally assembled into one peak organization to be equal 

social partner in tripartite collective bargaining. Kyrgyzstan is small country likes 

Czech Republic and that is why this tripartite institute can effectively function in 

labour and employment issue.

5. In conclusion, employment policies making algorithms there is presented below which 

can be argued but principle o f ideal or rational policy process was kept.
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Block IV. Elaboration of action plan

11. Involving relevant experts for elaboration action plan on its components and taking account 
recommendations

12. Elaboration alternatives of action plan, cvalu;

13. Is there found the alternative of action plan? 

Return to 11 — stage NO

ition, comparison and option alternative

YES

14. Enacting action plan
a. documental formulation
b. confirmation of action plan

15. Planning of action plan implementation
a. Defining work and activities according to components of action plan
b. Determining implementators
c. Responsible divisions among implementators
d. Provide means for implementation of action plan activities and timetable

I
16. Documentation of objectives for implementators

J
V. Implementation

17. Informing and PR campaing about necessary p f reforming and action plan promotion

18. Organization and fulfilling tasks and activitie^ of action plan

19. Coordination action plan implementation

20. Monitoring of performance

21. Control on perform of action plan’s objectives and tasks (results)

22. Are there deviations from action plan? 
NO, go to 24-stage JJYES

^  23. Correction of action plan

24. Whether all shortcomings eliminated in action plan?

______Return to 3-stage NO______
YES

r

25. Conclusions. End of action nlan
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It is believed that current thesis at raises better understanding for reader about labour market 

policies as a policy process and comparisons in cases o f two rapidly transforming countries.

Summary

This thesis conducts a comparative analysis o f the labour market policies o f the Czech 

Republic and Kyrgyzstan. Through the comparative analysis advantages and shortcomings of 

labour market polices are revealed. It further examines the role and effectiveness o f various 

instruments or institutional patterns used by the government, such as employment services, 

action plans and finance o f employment policies over the years. The research findings show 

that in most regards, Czech Republic has more effective labour policies. However, 

shortcomings remain in both Czech Republic and Kyrgyzstan.
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Appendix 1
Conceptual approaches of labour market regulation.

Concept of 
regulation

Prerequisites and mechanisms of 
employment

Contra arguments and 
evaluation

1 2 3
1. Liberal behavior o f subjects in labour market 

(employer and employee) based on 
economic motivation. Absence of 
restrictions for their activities

Actual but non -  economic 
motivation (e.g. informal 
employment)

Mechanisms of auto regulation o f the 
market: equilibrium can be achieved only 
with free interrelations o f supply and 
demand

There is exist forced 
unemployment because market 
is imperfect

Full labour force mobility
Unrealistic prerequisitesSystem o f “flexible” prices including 

market cost o f labour force
Lon-term and sustainable equilibrium 
between demand and supply for labour 
force can be achieved if  there is frictional 
unemployment

This feasible equilibrium is 
impossible because frictional 
unemployment rate is 
permanently changing

State intervention can worsen efficiency of 
market function

State intervention fosters to 
eliminated market failures

Unnecessary o f state intervention if  there is 
frictional unemployment rate

Institutions o f market economy 
are not developed

Using fiscal and monetary polices in case 
unemployment rate is higher than frictional 
rate

Weak interrelation and mutual 
influences between finance and 
the real economy

2. Keynesian Demand priority above supply in labour 
market that lead to equilibrium. It depends 
on factors o f stimulation of aggregated 
demand

It is right in case o f high supply 
in labour market

Possible non-optimal situation in labour 
market and existing forced unemployment 
at the same time with frictional 
unemployment

Prerequisites are right

Employment is up to industrial 
development and investment flows
Government expenditures on creation 
public jobs enable to increase income and 
employment

It needs to tremendous public 
financial expenses to overcome 
shortcomings of demand

State investment to increase employment 
and expanding of government consumption

Diminishing of self- 
employment and private 
business activity and individual 
motivations to work.

Market o f capital policy must be 
supplemented by budget policy

Absence o f financial resources 
for enforcement of demand 
support policy and difficulties 
to attract investments
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3.
Institutional

Public institutions regulate economy Role o f infrastructure and 
institutes o f labour market are 
crucial but this approach is 
limited to impact employment

To construct effective structure o f labour 
market, there needs to be appropriate 
institutes -  infrastructure, releasing and 
systemizing relationships among subjects 
of labour market
Increase effectiveness o f public and private 
institutions in labour market

Absence o f trust of public 
policy

Absence of negative factors like precarious 
employment, shadow economy and low 
productivity o f labour

Unrealistic prerequisites

4. Planned Conception of labour is understood as a 
mandatory forcing to fulfill it. Labour 
force is not assumed as a good o f market 
engaged for selling and purchasing.

Absence of individual 
motivations to work and to set 
business lead to reduction of 
labour productivity

Labour force potential is entirely 
controlled and regulated by the monopoly 
state
State bodies have almost unlimited 
opportunities on labour resources 
mobilization
Cooperation among the state (political 
party), trade unions and employers.

Oriented to protect employers’ 
rights but it would be most 
effective in free labour 
market.15

Influencing to labour market through 
centralized system of distribution and 
redistribution labour resources and also 
through wages

In practice, it is impossible to 
pursue o f state monopoly upon 
labour market

System of social protection towards certain 
social groups o f labour resources and high 
guarantees o f employment

It requires enormous state 
expenditures.

15 In most developed democratic countries with well-functioned institutions o f market economy, tripartite 
collective bargaining is occurred where the role o f state is seen as “Steward” or “Orbiter” purposed to create 
proper opportunities for labour market policies deliberation process among other active actors like trade unions, 
employers’ associations and interest groups.








